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The Problem of the Pastures.
Much land uneuited for modern tillage has been let to pasturage. While
such lands have not been looked upon aa
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Licensed Anctioneer,

for this

Keep Special Purpose
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Flocks.

the best of grazing lands, yet, since
tbey could not be used for other pur·
poses, they have been utilized for what
tbey were worth for stock pastures.
All these years they have been getting
foul with weeds, ferns and bushes until
acres on acres of them now produce but
little else. For a full half century the
writer has buttled with the bushes on
such lands in the hope that persever-

Whether we make more money from
but
the
ance would
heavy poultry like the Asiatic breeds or he has beenfinally gain undervictory,
an error.
laboring
from light ones like the Leghorns decleaner these lands
PARKER,
pends largely upon what particular line Instead of growing
iglSBKE A
year by year have been growing still
I
we wish to follow.
at
Law,
Counsellor·
\ttornevrt an·!
wild and useIt is the same with poultry as it is more foul with their
MAINE.
KI'MKOKÛ KALLS.
there has
with other livestock of the farm, one less growth. In all this time
Department.
!al Collection
been before no such multiplication and
\
T. Parke , person likes some particular breed best
Ralph
Blebee.
I».
in the past two
<;eor*e
and another person prefers a different growth of bushes as
method has
one.
The object in view, whether eggs years. We give it up; our
L. BICE,
1
The bushes have it
a failure.
meat, should determine to a consider- proved
acres will
wild
those
on
able extent the choice made, exactly iu and from now
Surgeon Dentist,
be given over to forest growth.
is
for
the
MAINE.
the
chosen
manner
that
Jersey
sol Til PARIS,
What will we do for pasture? It is
I butter and the Hereford for beef.
when all the
\ : my besl work warrante»!.
There may be some general purpose only a question of time
will reach the conI
breeds of poultry, and of these the I ly- rough hill pastures
H Ρ JONES.
this under description. So
tnouth Hock comes as near the mar* 48 dition of
holds possession they are
but the specialist will do well to long as grass
any,
Dentist,
valuable and all right. It is only clear
,»o further than this.
General purpose
MAINE.
I animals are often disappointing, and and clean pastures that can be indefiniteNORWAY,
ly held in grass. These can be plowed
I the same is true of fowls.
urtioe Hours—to 12—1 to 4.
and tilled and taken under rotation
Taking a glance at the Leghorn as
I typical of the laying breeds, we see a along with the other lands of the farm.
r» r. SMITH,
is a farmer even now
hen alert, active, always looking for Here and there
Γι
who has adopted this course with sucat
Law,
to
her
At
Attorney
somethiug
appetite.
satisfy
will grow
I large she roams far alield in her search cess. Sooner or later others
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tired of cutting bushes and will be
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insects.
she
for
In
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a
Collections Specialty
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to similar practice. Many dairynot sit and mope, but is ever on the forcçd
men and fancy stock growers have been
is a
a chance to escape.
She
watch
for
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I living example of energy, and does not finding their profit from a dependence
I t:ike time to get fat. But she lays eggs. more or less during the summer season
Attorneys at Law,
I That is her business. Instead of storing on fodder crops grown for the purpose
MAINE.
BSTHKL,
I her food upon her body in the shape ot as a supplement to pasturage. PasturEllerv C- l'ark.
I I llson K. Herrlck.
the plowed land in rotation for a
surplus fat she turns it into those dear ing or two
is only a step further in the
white spheres which till the housewife s year
I >11Ν S. HARLOW,
of a practice that must succeed to
heart with joy and her purse with silver. way
of the
I If eggs are wanted select the Leghorn, the necessary abandonment
which from their rough characAttorney at Law,
the Hamburg and the Houdan, the hens pastures
MAINE.
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ter must be given over to the wild and
that pay the largest percentage of proht
worthless growth that destroys their
over and above the cost of keeping, and
KK.HT Λ WHEELER,
I don't waste time and food on the heavy- value for stock pastures.—Maine
Farmer.
weights. The one creat fault with hens
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law. expected to produce eggs is that the)
Meat as Chick Food.
I take on too much fat after the tirst
SOl'TH PARIS. MAINE.
lu a recent report of experiments in
I
this
is
in
More
trouble
experienced
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
chicks the Khode Island experidirection than in any other. We hear feeding
I poultry keepers complaining that their ment station says:
"The use of the proper proportion of
not lay: then they say, resignanimal food will pay a handsome profit I
too
fat.
that
are
they
probably
edly.
I But this is nevor true of the Leghorn. through decreased mortality and
creased weight of the chicks. In feedYoung hens invariably lay better than
We carry a good line of
a state I
I old ones, so even a Leghorn or a Hou-1 ing bear in mind that chicksallin of
their I
of nature spend practically
dan should be retired at the end of two
hours in search of food and I
irs
One great fault with poultry I working
fill their crops in ten I
I keepers is the tendency to keep their I that they do not two
hours. Feeding I
every
hens to·» long in the dock. For best minutes
of the at-1
I results, secure early pullets and keep I should be, as far as the time
I
I them till the close of the second year, tendaut renders profitable, aa continuous
continuous
process, but by no means
a
number
each
seasufficient
!
hatching
gorge.
son to take the place of those retired.
"The experiment which led up to this
and
on
a
diet
Feed
liberally
nitrogenous
Our line of
conclusion was with an incubator hatch I
a full egg basket will be the reward. I
of 210 chickens. These were
Hens thus kept and cared for will lay
in similar I
I over two hundred eggs each in a year in I into lots of 50 each and placed
For 30 days all conditions I
docks of fifty or over. Fewer in num- brooders.
except the rations. Pen I
Is larger than ever before.
I bers they will do evea better, since they were kept alikebalanced
ration of grains, I
A was fed a
invariably lay more than when kept in meat and
food. The chicks grew !
green
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I
Prices Reasonable.
I Taking the opposite side, one who I and thrived and not one chick showed
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to
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a
desires
specialty
amounted to 3.9 per cent. In
to sell on the fall market will avoid the deaths
was
food
small breeds and will select one of the pen Β all animal
I heavier ones. Plymouth Hocks have I the deaths were 0.5 per cent, of which I
75 per ceut had bowel trouble. Pen CI
South Paris, Maine.
many admirers. They mature early, are 1
was fed on grain alone, all animal food
ol
I
of
and
plenty
plump
possessed
I vitality to push them along. Wyan-I and all green food being omitted from II
were 32.7 per cent
have many of the same character- I the ration; the deaths
showed digestive
istics. So also have the Langshans, but of which 70.5 per cent
food was I
the color of their tfesh being white in- trouble. In pen D all grain
Dealers in
of chicks were 63.7 I
stead of yellow disqualifies them as a omitted ; the deaths
per cent, of which 85.8 per cent showed
I really tine market fowl.
the living chicks
For the heaviest weight we look to bowel trouble. All
the close of the test, I
tho Cochins and Brahmas. These often were weighed at
and pen A showed the greatest average I
attain a size equal to three of the Leg-1
!
I horn*, but they are outclassed by the I weight for all breeds.
"This experiment shows conclusively
I
to
comes
when
it
smaller breeds
eggs,
that outside of the brooding and
although as winter layers the Brahma
ALSO
ditions during incubation chicks may
well.
do
very
I be killed
pullets
by improper feeding.
It is useless for us to expect all tht
wish to buy the prepared
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lias
I one does not
hach
one
breed,
in
points
I
beef
scraps, the bones and scraps from
2.\ inch squares for $1.25 per square its particular lield. exactly the same as
thel
to order. with animals. No one expects the the table will go far toward feeding
made
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steps
yard.
chicks at first if put in shape sol
horse, weighing nearly a ton, baby
them."—New England I
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to equal the speed of the pure bred they
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heavy loads he is ahead, for he is built I
from I
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Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets I experience, I will say thatSpeaking
when we are
Almost any stock can be raised withA Busy Utdioiae for Busy Peopl·.
I looking for eggs exclusively we select I out sweet milk better than calves.
and
Renewed
Health
Qjklea
Vigor.
Brians
I breed of fowls fitted for that purpose, Hogs may be successfully grown on
A riociHo for Constipation, Iu<Iigestion. Live
a

and unless one makes a specialty of I
broilers or capons there is greater protit
in eggs than iu dressed poultry. In
marketing eggs a better price
obtained from private consumers than
from dealers. Have them fresh and
inert ι
back them up with a guarantee,
are people in every town willing tOMyl
an extra
price for them if offered in I

1 Ki In··ν Trouble.·.. Pimples. Ko/enia. Impur*
Ri ! Breath. Sluttish Bowels, Headache
I Backache. It's R..oky Mountain Tea in tab1 r form, "■"· cents u bo*.
Ueuuin» made bj
H L' isTEit I>riv» Company, Madison. Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR f ALLOW PEOPLE

Homo Laundry,
I.txllca'

Wuhln||t Wiatrd.

prime condition.
\ good dock of hens will bring a
prices or
protit of «I.* each at
eggs one year with another. What kin
of livestock will do better than that on
the amount invested? Summer Pnc®s
hold up well of late years, owing to the
cold storage men, who pick them up a
over the country, thus preventing overstocked markets which formerly prevailed for a portion of the year.—Cor.
Tribune Farmer.

Shirt Waists anil Skirts a Specialty.
Work done in the best manner.
34 Hill Street,
South Paris.
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How Much to the Acre?

Pond, Me.

In view of the claims of extreme
crops of bay to the acre reported to the
farm press by Mr. Clark of Cutaway
Harrow fame, and the wide attention
bis success iu the growing uf heavy
crops has received, the question arises,
"How heavy a crop of hay to the acre is
it desirable for the Maine farmer to produce'.'" Every feeder of hay knows that
Jeweler and Graduate
extremely heavy crops of grass do not
make hay of so high a quality, or that
bas so great a selling value un the market, as a medium crop. Also every
grower knows there is danger of damwith
age fr<>ni lodging before maturity,
heavy grass, in cape of showers or
storms liable to occur at any time, the
MAINE.
effects of which cannot be avoided. It
also costs more to dry and make ready
for the baru a ton of the heavy grass.
So long as we have plenty of low cast
land iu our farms, and in view of the
above facts, we question the economy of
putting forth the extraordinary requireYOU TO SEND US YOUR
ments for extreme crops of grass. Wo
do not question but four or even live
tons may be grown on an acre, but on
ami bave theui ma·le Into handsome,
account of the inferior quality and indesirable
creased outlay required for the larger
whether it
crop we raise the question
cannot be produced to better advantage
Two tons to
on two acres than on one.
at about one-half the coat of any rut;
the acre is a crop easily realized on good
you can buy. -Semi for booklet M.
grass soil, aud when that yield of hay,
NOVELTY RUG CO.,
or its equivalent in other fodder crops,
j68 Congress Street.
is produced on every acre of tilled land
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
in the farm the total amount of stock
fodders mounts up to creditable quantities. Better, then, we contend that
the study and the effort be made to keep
every acre up to a medium production
forth the strenuous outPeeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem- rather than put
smaller area. The great
lock and Poplar, delivered on care at lay on the
iu hay production is to keep up
any Κ. K. Station from Powualto Bethel, problem
production to a profitable yield rather
the coming year.
than to grow an enormous quantity to
E. W. PEXLEY, Weet Parie.
the acre in a
single crop.—Maine
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
Farmer.
1904.
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Aroostook Potato
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NOTICE.

Paris, Maine,

All persons

are

May

Crop.

A reporter from Presque Isle, Me.,
the
says Carter and Cory began shipping
early varieties of potatoes last week.
Karly planted potatoes are already of
good size and quality. Although the
weather has been unusually hot and

Tlnnm and beautifies the hair.
Promote· s luxuriant growth.
Never rails to Heatore Oreor
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Curve κ-alp J lean « k hair tailing.
Juc.aml>l.u)at Dnigftuu

hereby forbiddei

trespassing on the premises of Colum
bia Parris by dumping refuse or tak
ing stones from the stone walls.

noTic£.
AU bills contracte·! against the town of Pari 1
either
labor or material, w
on the blab way,
want υ resented tar payment on or before the la
month
rery
day of eterj
month^
»nmi or rABU.

\
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Do Sheep Drink?

Agricultural

Editor Democrat.
I read with interest what L. D. had to
eay in your department of the Democrat
of August 22d, as to whether or not
"sheep and goats need water in summer." The habits of goate in this
respect I know nothing about, but as to
sbeep I have heard it claimed that they
do not need water at any season of the
year.

farm, and, though
his
my father kept sheep as a part of
livestock, I never saw a sbeep in the
we
winter
act of drinking. In the
1

was

reared

on a

SAINT
;! MARGARET
Βy DEREK VANE

eyes.
H Copynehi, 1905, by American Pre· Aaoaatioa
A slow smile came over her face as
he looked.
"Shall I do?" she asked eoftly.
HAT are you doing now, StorHe awoke with a start. "I beg your
mout? Have you anything
pardon, I"— he stammered. Then lu·
big on hand?" asked Jasper
and recovered himself. "You
Farrell as be sat on tbe lit- stopped
will do perfectly," he said gravely.
tle veranda outside bis friend's studio
"If you will honor me by sitting for
puffing contentedly at α fragrant igar
St. Margaret I could ask for no
—a cigar quite out of proportion to bis my
better model."
means, by the way; but, tbeu, Jasper's
She looked at him a little thoughtIncome was small, and his tastes were
"Very well," she replied. "I
fully.
so
be
did
one
Interfere
not
let
large,
will come tomorrow if you like. I am
Willi tbe other more than was absolutefree every afternoon."
ly necessary.
The first time she eat to him Adrian
Adrian Stormout lived at Sunbury in
saw that she knew how to pose hera little house with a garden running
self; lie had only to suggest and she
down to the river, and he was leaning
seemed to fall into the right attitude
back in a deck chair idly watching the
at once. As she stood on the throne,
boats as they went past with their
crowned with palm, holding up a cross,
varied freight; the men in white flanher white robe falling back from her
nels, who were taking things easily belovely arms, the liftlit of glorified marcause there was a girl on the red cushtyrdom shining In her face, his heart
ioned seat to talk to, and the club men
beat faster and his hand almost tremin "sweaters," who gave no thought to
bled. Could he do justice to such a
girls as they flew along under the stern
picture? Was his hand strong euough
eye of the cockswain, but only to the to
cope with a masterpiece of Ae great

coming race.
"I l>eg your pardon," Adrian said, remembering that he had been asked a
question. "What am I doing, did you
say? Well, nothing much just at present, but I am contemplating something
big. though I don't know whether I

Creator?
r

shall ever arrive at it. I have received
communication from the ancient borough of Stonehaven making uie a proposal to paint a 'St. Margaret' for their
town hall. St. Margaret, you must
know. Is the patron saint of Stonehaven. and they are very proud of her."
"Well, why do you hesitate? I don't
see much difficulty about that. On tbe
contrary, you are to be congratulated."
"But that isn't quite all," said Adrian
a little dryly.
"St. Margaret is the
type of all that is innocent and beautia

at a standstill."
"Oli, I know you have always fought
shy of women and shut yourself up
here like a Diogenes in his tub. You
are

almost as iunocent of tbe world as

baby, but it is not quite tbe wicked
place you fancy, and there are St. Margarets to be found in it yet."
"I don't know," rejoined Adrian,
"that I have thought of it as very
wicked, but tbe few women I have
a

met have all seemed to uie very much
alike, not much better than we are.
Now, I want a woman who is as different from man as light from darkness, whose innate goodness shines in
her beautiful face, making it tender
and pitiful to tbe sins she could not
commit, but can understand—a saint
to be worshiped and yet," his voice
droppiug, "a woman to be loved."
"I am afraid I cannot help you. You
want so mucfi. She must be a beaut}
and a pattern of all the virtues as
The two so seldom go together,
well
you see. Virtue is rightly considered
And she
as the privilege of the plain.
mustn't be a model, you say, or I

know a very nice little girl"—
"Ob, no, not a model." interrupted
Adrian Impatiently.
"Fancy a creature who simpers to yon for so much
an hour posiug as St. Margaret!
Jasper shrugged his shoulders. "As
I said before, your notions are a little
exaggerated," be remarked. "Why can't
Saints
you idealize, like other men?
don't come and sit for their portraits

unfortunately."

"I am not so unreasonable as to expect my ideal complete lu the flesh,
replied Adrian, "but 1 must have youth

and innocence at least. I must palul
unmy saint from one not altogether
worthy to stand in lier place."

There was no reply. Jasper
smoking, and his thoughts seemed to
was

have drifted away. Iîut presently be
roused himself, lie blew a ring οΓ
smoke slowly into the air and watched
It fade before be spoke. Then he said.
"I think perhaps I can help you after
He sjuike very deliberately, a*
though he were weighing each word.
Adrian turned to him eagerly. "Ileal
|y? 1 shall be very much obliged to

all."

you if you cau."
"I know a girl who should suit you
well in every respect if she will consent to sit." he wout 011, still in the
same deliberate way. "She is beautiful
—with the beauty of a saint or an angel; there Is something almost unearthly about it—and," very slowly, "I have
never heard a word against her.
"But will she come? l>o you think
Is
you can persuade lier to sit for me?
she a friend of yours?" Adrian poured
out his questions, too eager and interested to notice the strangeness of Jas-

per's
"1

manner.
navi'

KlIUWII uer

nuuiv

mue,

uuu

M.

will make the proposal to her If you
like. Site lias a widowed mother to
support—it is astonishing how many
widawed mothers there are in the
world who need /supporting—and that
such
may Influence her. It won't be
drudgery as teaching. I suppose I may
offer liberal terms?"
"Anything you like if she will suit.
When can 1 see her? She is teaching,
you say, so perhaps it would be con-

do not do so in the summer is
sent to sit for your sweet saint I will
because at that season they get what
tell her to write and make an appointwater they want by feeding at night
to see you. I have not much fear
when the dew is on the grass. Is it ment
her all that you
really a fact that sheep do feed at night? but what you will find
Sheep were watered in Old Testament desire."
times as is shown by Genesis xxix, 1-11,
So it was settled, and Jasper shortly
and Exodus 11; 10-19.
returned to town. He would not listen
C. W. L.
to a word of thanks from Adrian, Interrupting him unceremoniously when
No Profit in Scrub Cattie.
he would have expressed his gratitude.
In these times of close margins on
Adrian waited in some anxiety for
beef cattle the best is none too good. the result of his friend's negotiations
A cattle nan says cut down the producuud breathed a sigh of relief when he
tion of young cattle half and make the
had a little note saying the writer,
other half twice as good. Never buy
"Bernice Kerr,"
The pure bred bulls are who signed herself
a scrub bull.
call on him that afternoon.
poor enough, but one has some assur- ft-ould
And when he saw her he was not disance of breeding good grades that pay
bull, but appointed.
a profit if he has a
pure bredstares
him
nothing but loes and deapair
She was young and fair and foil of
in the face if his herd has scrub bulls
she
grace. Tall and slender of limb,
at the head.
stood before him, with her snow white
The same quantity of feedstuff that
skin, her red brown hair, her deep
is required to make a beef weighing
violet eyes—eyes that shone like stars
will
οία
at
two
years
1,000 pounds
had said,
make one of 1,400 at the same age. in her pale face. As Jasper
And there you are not only with a there was something almost unearthly
loss of 400 pounds, but with the scrub about her beauty, it was so pure and
stuff at 1 to 2 cent· a pound less live spirituelle. The mind could harbor no
weight.—Indiana Farmer.
evil that gave expression to such a

they

V

face.

Adrian stood a moment, motionless,
Was he
almost holding his breath.
dreaming? Had the St. Margaret of
his visions come to life? He had seen
so few women that she seemed to him

He
It was. The Intruder struck a light, Ι that he cut but a sorry figure.
and, looking up mechanically when the would have given a great (leal to ha\e
gleam caught his eye, Adrian saw Jas- made a dlgulfled and Imposing exit,
but he felt Hke a whipped hound.
per Farrell.
And Adrian eat on alone at the feet
"Oh, there you are!" Jasper cried
rather boisterously. "What! Worship- of St. Margaret.
Presently he looked up, and the slow
ing at the slirine, eh? Let me have a
And he stationed himself be- color dyed hie face as he gazed. He
look."

I

••The

Delight of Mankind."

Titus, tbe Roman emperor, was entitled "the delight of mankind." Titus'
beneficence was unbounded, and It so
happened that during bin brief reign
there was the most urgent need of its

exercise.

In the first year occurred the

great eruption of Vesuvius, overwhelming Herculaueum and Pompeii
•nd ruining numerous other towns and
villages. Tbe next year a fire broke
out in Rome, which raged three days,
causing great destruction, atid in the

had done her a wrong, and she seemed
to reproach him. She was no longer a
saint, no longer a heavenly vision; he
had dragged her down to the dustj he
had exposed her to laughter and derision. The cross—the martyr's crown
tracks of these calamities followed a
-he winced as he saw them; to his
Titus denlt out
dreadful pestilence.
excited nerves It seemed as If be had
she told you?" Adrian a.;ked. speaking
gifts with lavish hand to the houseless
Irreverence
been
of
actual
guilty
and ruined sufferers. He even despoil"There has been
for the nrst time.
Send a St. Margaret to Stonehaven
ed the palaces of their valuable ornaMake haste
some villainy at work.
made In the likeness of a living plements to obtain money for distribuand explain if you don't w.iut me to
ture—a picture known far and wide,
tion and schemed and planned to furcbol:e it out of you." Ills voice was
And be
no doubt! It was Impossible.
nish occupation for them. He was Hosscarcely raised above a whisper, but
could not bear the silent reproach of
tile idol of ills subjects, the "love and
his Innds were twitching, and Jasper
her constant presence.
moved a little farther oil.
delight of the human race," but, unforHe took up a knife and made a etep
"What do you mean? I don't undertunately for that part of the human
toward the canvas, but before he could
race over which he ruled, In the comstand you. I give myself come trouble
strike his arm was seized. He looked
mencement of the third year of bis
to lu ll» you o-.:t of a difficulty and lu reround with wild eyes, scarcely conturn you ahu.-e me. I think It Is for
reign he became suddenly 111 and «lied
what
he
scious of where he was or
at bis patrimonial villa in the Sabine
me to demand an explanation."
was doing, and saw Bernlce at his
"I am waiting," Adrian said hoarsely.
country.
"I shouldn't advise you to play with
"Not that!" she cried.
"Not that! Noted Deitd In Trinity Church ynr<l.
I asked Miss Kerr to be
me too long.
Kill me rather.
It Is my fault, not
Alexander Hamilton is buried in
my wife, and she turned from me In
I didn't realize at first all the
hers
Trinity churchyard, ut the head of Wall
horror and dismay—not because she
wrong I was dolug, but when I lenrned street, New York, and the grave Is
does not love me; of that I am sure.
to know you and saw how you rever- marked
by a conspicuous white marShe asked me to forgive her, but she
enced her-that you would not have a ble monument near the Hector street
She said you
would say no more.
coarse thought associated with berstation of the elevated road. His wife,
would explain. Now do so."
Ana
then I begun to understand. · ·
who lived until 18Û4, fifty years after
"Her conscience Is too tender," Jasthen I was afraid to speak.
How
his death in the duel with Burr, is
per said, with a sneer, but he did not could
a
to
think
that
gul burled beside him. All>ert Gallatin,
you l>ear
"I suppose she
seem quite at his ease.
who decked herself nightly for the who succeeded Hamilton as
secretary
was worrying over a little deception—
crowd to admire ehould sit for your of the
treasury, lies only a few feet
a harmless little joke—we practiced on
St. Margaret?
away, and near by is also the grave
you, all for your own good."
"1 have found It all out uow, and it
of Robert Fulton, Inventor of the
He waited a moment: his Hps were
was a cruel thing to do-how cruel I
steaml)oat. Another famous occupant
uncomfortably dry.
did not know. You believe that, don t
of Trinity churchyard, whose monu"You want the little mystery cleared
I couldn't keep away-I was
vou?
near the Broadway gate, Is
up—the little mystery that has been obliged to come back. I felt 1 ,nust ment la
Captain James Lawrence of the United
of such benetit to you, which has prohear vou say you forgive me, though
States navy, commander of the frigate
duced this beautiful picture—far the I kneel at
\ou
your feet all night.
Chesapeake, who fell In battle with
best thing you have ever done, by the
hate and despise me so much that you
the British ship Shannon June 1. 1813,
way.. If 1 were not such u generous cannot bear to look at her.
11,11 '1
In the thirty-second year of his age.
man I should be luclined to be jealous.
stand tliat-but I-I cannot bear to see
As he fell upon the deck he cried to
Very well, by all means. Miss Ber- her destroyed. She Is mlue
we 1
his subordinates, "Don't give up the
uice Kerr tills quite a distinguished
as yours, and she means all the happiship!"
role at night, almost as distinguished
ness of my life."
as the one she filled with you by day,
She was kneeling at his feet now.
Λ Lotting Dream.
be
To
brief,
and far more famous.
and her tears were falling fast.
made a nice kllot of. myself the
"I
she is a 'living picture' at the Talace
"You are shocked and horrified that other morning," said the commuter,
theater. Her 'Ariadne' has been much
I should have done such a thing. It who is paying teller lu a savings bank.
admired, also the 'Wlll-o'-the-\Y isp.' was not the life I should have chosen,
"My wife was afraid I'd miss my train,
Her strange beauty and admirable
but we were starving, and what could and she got mo by the shoulder and
suited
for
her
make
eminently
ligure
I do
It Is so bard for a woman to shook me, telling me that it was time
this form of entertainment."
I don't want to make to get
earn a living.
up. I got about half awake, ami,
Adrian gave a stitled cry; it was as excuses. I know all
you must think somehow, I thought I was at my winthough a knife had been plunged in of me—I deserve it all. Rut—but do dow In the bank with a long line of
His St. Margaret poised
his heart.
The one
women uwaltlng their turn.
you hate me so much that you
aloft In the eyes of the multitude; her
even say a word of forgiveness? I will
at the window was handing me a
of
at
the
loveliness
and
mercy
grace
never trouble you again, but before l check, and, from force of habit, I said:
their brutal gaze—of their coarse lips!
co just say. Ί know you did not mean
"'How much money do you want?'
a
For the one that would see merely
to hurt me, Bernlce, and I forgive you.
"You know, most women who present
beautiful picture and admire it as that
°
cheeks want to draw some anil deposit
there were a hundred who would see
As
spoke a great cloud seeded the rest. Well, what do you think the
the woman behind it. He shivered as
to roll away from Adrian's soul. Those wife did? Quick as a Hash came her
he thought of it. He looked upon his
tender words had pierced through the answer to my 'dopy' question:
art us a sacred thing. He would have
"
darkness, and he knew that though he
'Five dollars will do.'
he
the
above
crowd,
raised her high
had lost much he had not lost all.
"She
got it, but I hope I won't dream
in
would never have cheapened her
•Ί know you did not mean to hurt m
any more."—New York Post.
any way, however much It might have Bernlce." he said slowly, "but I slia
been to his advantage—and now he
not forgive you. because-1 love you.
An Kceentrlo Fainter.
had done this thing! He had given to
If I
and love has nothing to forgive
William Willanl, well known as the
face
and
form
the
his St. Margaret
have lost my St. Margaret I have found painter of Massachusetts' governors,
of a woman who made a public show
vou." And he raised her in his «γ™8· was very eccentric in his ways. His
of her beauty night after night.
"You don't want to go away now.
special aversion was the attempted
"You seem distressed. I was afraid
purchase of his many old relics of furyou would be; your Ideas are so ultra
of
But the mayor and corporation
A New
niture by people of wealth.
refined," Jasper continued in a more Stonehaven had to go elsewhere for a
York woman visiting In the vicinity of
confident tone. "This is why I asked
picture of their patron saint.
Sturbridge, hearing that the old artist
Miss Kerr to conceal her identity; If
a beautiful colonial mirror
possessed
was
she
who
you
you had known
Wood.
a rare clock, tried to buy them.
and
About
lurloaitle·
would uot have had her, and as she
The strongest wood which grows Mr. Wlllard seemed to readily agree
was so eminently suitable, that seemlimits of the United States to the sale, but when asked when It
ed a pity. I knew there was no danger within the
would be <■ mvenient to have them
as nutmeg hickory,
of your recognizing her, as you never is. that known
which flourishes on the lower Arkansas- packed replied, "Not until after the
was
She
halls.
music
very
patronize
funeral." "Whose funeral?" asked the
hard up some time ago. giving a few river. The most elastic Is tamarack,
visitor.
not far
"Mine," replied Mr. Willanl,
or
shellburk
the
black
standing
I
and
lessons at starvation prices,
perelas- with a chuckle.
suaded her to go in for the tableaux below. The wood with the least
Is the
vivants, which are much better paid ticity and lowest specific gravity
Au Knrly Iliillroml.
and not nearly such hard work. She Flscus aurea. The wood of the highAn old Inventory of the Mohawk
wood of
didn't like it at first, but her mother est specltie gravity Is the blue
now a part of the
Texas and Mexico. The heaviest of the and Hudson railroad,
Central and Hudson River
foreign woods are the pomegranate New York
Jan. 1, is.!.",, gives the
und the lignum vitae, and the lightest railroad, dated
the total rolling stock of
Four hundred and thirteen following as
Is cork.
that time: Three locomoJiflferent species of trees grow lu the the road at
the I)e Witt Clinvarious sections of the country, and tives (the John Bull,
ton and the Experiment), three carot this number sixteen, when perfectly
twelve passenseasoned, will sink in water. These riages, accommodating
accommodating nine
woods of high specific gravity grow gers each; nine,
accommodating six each,
mostly in the arid regions of New Mex- each; two,
and three, accommodating eighteen
Nevada.
and
Arizona
ico,
each, a total capacity of 183.—Four
hind Adrian.
"Well, she's a beauty and no misI fongratulate you, old man.
take.
Don't you fee! grateful to me? You
could never have done that if I hadn't
found you such a peerless model."
"Havp you come to explain? Has

as^

ful in woman. She is a pure, ethereal
creature, bearing the martyr's palm
and crown. As you know, my fleure
studies have been chiefly men. I have
rarely employed a female model, and
in any case no hired model would anSo I
swer my idea of St. Margaret.

watered the cattle and horses at a brook
venient to her to come down some
twenty or twenty-five rods from the
barn, but w£ never watered the sheep. evening for an interview?"
"I think not—I mean it is rather a
Have any of the readers of the Democrat ever seen a sheep in the act of long way to come so late—she is living
drinking? Some of those who deny that in London." Jasper replied, with odd
sheep drink claim that the reason why embarrassment. "But if she will con-

the potato crop will
bo abundant and of superior qualityquality require· dry weather. While
late planted are as yet somewhat
small, rain, when it come·, although
late, will quickly give them sise, vegetation having a way of making up for
lost time when favorable conditions
who have
Farmers
about.
come
Rural World says many dairymen
potatoes will be quite
plantedto early
be early in the market with claim that the best dairy cow is half
likely
them as the small price reoeived last Jeraey or Holstein, and they all agree
half is good feed and
season makes early cash a necessity that the other
car·.
this fall.

unprecedently dry,

32, 1905

suitable grains, ground and cooked, but
not so with calves. They should have

milk or else their appetites fail
and they do no good. It is often the
case where cows are kept for dairy
purposes that the calves are failures.
If they can have the skim milk before
it sours they will do well, for the oil
which is removed in the cream can be
I replaced by adding a little oil meal or
oil cake. It should be scalded before
mixing with the milk to render the oil
One of the commonest
more soluble.
I errors in feeding calves is that of thickening the skin, milk with cornmeal or
bran. Our experience has been that
I calves, after partaking of a few meals of
that bill of fare, lose their appetites and
have indigestion and kindred disorders.
Oats and bran are good for calves, but
we have had best success in feeding in a
dry condition. They eat slowly at first
but as they grow larger and the system
demands more nourishment they eat
more.
Eating such food in a dry state
causes them to need more water, especially in warm weather, but they can
soon be trained to drink water by offering them clean, pure water when thirsty
before feeding the milk. Calves fed
this way should do well if of good, well
bred healthy stock.—Cor. in Tribune
Farmer.

Lowest Prices ir Qxiord County.

OLD

veritable miracle. He did not notice
(lie shabby setting of the gem, the too
iharp outlines of the delicate check
and chin, the deep shadows uuder the
violet eyes, for they but gave the
touch of pathos which completed the
picture. He wanted Just that wistful
expression, the knowledge of past sorrow and suffering deepening the starry
u

!!
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••S/util I dof" she adxd.
As tiuic vont on Adrian discovered
that she had charms of mind as well
as body; when she began to talk-at
first she was very silent and reserved
-he found that she had many original
thoughts and graceful fancies.
Perhaps the pleasnutest half hour In
the afternoon was when she came
down from the throne for a rest and
the housekeeper brought In tea. Sue
was woman enough to appreciate the
dalntv arrangements of the tea tray,
and Adrian liked to see her handling
his old Worcester, pouring out his
cream and eating his cakes: she seemed more woman than saint then. Ihey
would discuss the progress of the picture for she could take an intelligent
Interest In his work, and he had more
than once profited by her suggestions.
It pleased him to see that, bo far from

her unusual occupation's tiring her,
she seemed to enjoy it.
At last the day came when the picture was complete; the finishing touch
had been given, and even Adrian, who
was always his own severest critic,
was fain to acknowledge that be was
It was a worthy St. Marcontent.
garet; from the sole of her foot to the
crown of her head there was no blemish in her.
t
»I am not like that." Bernlce said
minfew
a
softlv when they had stood
utes side by side in silence, absorbed
in contemplation of the lovely figure,
poised so lightly that it almost seemed
'You have
to be soaring upward.

Trip·.
Patrick's wife was "ailing," and Patrick put on his Sunday best and
walked four miles to the doctor's house
Jo Reaaon For Two

idealized me."
"Not very much, I think, Adrian answered gently, and when he turned
round there was a look of worsllll>1"
Hs eves. "A little more saint, a little
loss woman, perhaps; that is all. She Is

to tell him about her.
"Now," said the doctor, when ho
tied heard all Patrick had to say and
liad prepared sotue medicine, "here Is
something for your wife. I've written
the directions on the bottle and I want

of you-and you of her.
"Don't say that!" she cried harshly
moving away from him. "You dont
know—you can't tell! I am no saint.
"Saint enough for me." he said tcnderly, holding out his hands to her.

worthy

lier to try It faithfully for a fortnight.
Then, If It doesn't relieve her, come
to me again and I will give you another

"Bernice-my St. Margaret"Bnt she flung up her hands to her

face, shrinking away from him.
"Have I startled you. dear one?
Didn't vou know, couldn't you feel,
that I loved you? I thought you understood me. At first it was all my St

Margaret—W·

were only the woman
who could give me her face; then gradually it changed, and I forgot the ea'n
lu the woman. Do you wonder that
this is so dear to me?-poiuting to the
ulcture. Do you wonder that I have
painted it as I never painted anything

iff?»·

sa
dft'ti
"Forgive mc."
and I together Induced her to go on.

prescription."

"Now, docther, see here," said Patrick, standing straight and looking
grimly at the physician. "If you have
four doubts o' this curln' Mary, as It's
Ivldent you have by the Way you spake,
why don't you give me first what
jrou're goln' to give me last ?"
Torpedo Bouta.

Torpedo boa tu do not ram the vessels against which they operate; tliey
an
fectly proper performance—even
simply discharge self propelling torpoelevating one, some people say—and loes
which, If they strike the vessel,
she was treated with every respect."
and sink or otherwise damage
explode
before? You were my inspiration.
not
did
Adrian
Still
speak.
It. Then, If not sunk by the enemy's
There is the genius of love in every
unto
like
coming
you
"She didn't
boat runs away aud
stroke It is yours far more than mine. der false pretenses—it Is only fair I Are, the torpedo
on more
torpedoes is
"And now," with a little happy laugh. should tell you that—but she thought after taking
bc»ts
service
for
again.
Torpedo
of
the
out
ready
down
"I wan to come
die was under some obligation to me,
and of enorip. ms
clouds; I want you, Bernlce, nothlug fcnd as I wished it she consented. I nre built very light
They cannot resist gun tire
and no one else—not even St. Marga- tokl lier I was very anxious to find speed.
If hit even by comret. I want a wife just like any ordi- somebody to sit to you for St. Mar- itnd are easily sunk
shot; therefore they
light
paratively
nary man who has not vowed that art
look
the
she
could
part
garet and that
lu the night,
shall be his only mistress and spent to perfection, but that as you were operate to best udvantage
so that the threatened fleet has to be
half bis days in dreams and vIsom.
very particular It would be as well
Won't vou speak to me? I have thought for her not to say anything about the very wide awake with Its searchlights
and its light guns.
for me » little. Von't Bay I
she did not think the

Reared

have been inistnkcn.
The happiness died out of his voice
and face as she still held herself away
from him and gave no sign.
Presently she looked up, and he uttered a cry of dismay when he saw her
It was white and cold-frozen
It seemed, Into a look of stony despair
—all Its beauty gone, the starry eyes
dull and heavy with pain.
"What Is it? What have I done? he
asked breathlessly. "You ore 111 suf-

fac?

^Peak·

fering. Bernlce, for God β sake
"I am going away," she said, and
each word cost her an effort.
mercy and don't stop me. Go t°
Farrell; he will explain everything I

Ilaje
^_r.

And she turned to go.
Cold with undefined fear, too
dered to speak, he made no effort to detain her.
"Forelve me," she murmured, dropping at his feet and passionately kissing bis hand. "I didn't know what I
can't."

Where

palace.

wus

*°Some

hours later he was still sitting
in the
place, his arms thrown on
the easel that bore the picture of bis
same

burled ln
saint hi»
when the door opened and some one
It was quite dark in the
came In.
room now. and he could not see who

It is

a

per-

Ferhaps

a sulnt and a living picture as broad as It seems to you. I do
not see what there Is to. make such a
Miss Kerr Is as good a
fuss about.
girl as you could wish to find: I give
you my word of honor for that."
You understand
"I do not need it.
me well enough to know what such a
thing as you have done would mean to

gulf between

and you are only wasting your
IIow I have offended you that
do
you should seek such a revenge I
not know, but you may bo content: It
Is all—and more—than you could have
1 would not soil
foreseen. Kow go.
me,

words.

my hands by t uu liing you."
Ληΐ Jasper Farrell went, conscious

Au Odd Simile.

A ScoWh minister who used similes
that would bring home to the rough
characters around him the truths he
sought to Impress was once denouncing the Ingratitude of man for all the
benefits conferred on him by Providence.

"My friends," he said, "look at the
There's not
hens when they drink.
ane o' them hut lifts Its held In thankfulness even for the water that Is sae
common.
Oh, that we were a' hens!"
Not Too Mnch For Oar Good.

"Lawd," prayed the old colored dea"please give us In die worl' whar

con,

llvin' at all de prosperity we kin
but w'en we gits dizzy wld It
stand,
are
en goes ter celebratln' too much des
They are vitiated or morbid fluids coura· send 'long old Br*er Trouble ter make
lng the veins and a fleeting the tissues. us sit stiddy In de boat, en we'll be
They are commonly due to defective digesthankful!" —Atlanta Constitu-

bewil- What

was doing.
Try and forgive me-by
The next moment she was
and by."

the harm?

Humors?

we

mighty

tion but are sometimes inherited.
tion.
How do they manifest themselves ?
forms
of
cutaneous
In many
eruption,
Aecompltakmeiita.
salt rheum or eczema, pimples and boils,
Muggins —My daughter will be a
She can
and in weakness, languor, general debility. great catch for some one.
How are they expelled ? By
rook or write poetry with equal ease

Hood's Sarsaparilla

and effectiveness. Juggins—Well, my
daughter can write poetry. I never
which also builds np the system that baa taw her try to cook It, but I'll bet she
■offered from them.
could.-Cleveland Leader.
It is the best medicine (or all bumort

Track News.

The ChniiK<* of

η

Letter.

"Business men should be careful,"
writes a correspondent of a London
newspaper, "to read their typewritten
correspondence before committing it
to the post.' 1 have received a typewritten letter from a gentleman of
German extraction who Informs me
that he Is a 'wholesale tobacconist and

dgar Imposter.'

"

Diplomacy.
"What did papa say?"
"He showed me the door."
"And what did you say?"
"I said it was certainly u very handsome door, but not what I had come
to talk about. That made him laugh,
and α minute later you were mine."
Dlnmond Cut Diamond.
"This is a hard world," growled the
rhronic kicker.
"That's what!" replied the observant
"The only thing with which you
man.
make an Impression on it Is
can
'rocks.'

"—Exchange.

Cowards die many times before tholr

death; the vnlianO never taste of death
but once.- -Shakespeare.

The Better

Way

Jipuue Palntin*.

Japanese, with their natural,
unsophisticated view of life, bave ever
The

fought

lu their art to mirror what a
great painter and critic has termed
"men's primordial predilections." Art,
however, that seeks to embody pleasures founded on the unchanging properties of human nature must have a
past as well as a future, must be able
to look backward as well as forward.
Not one's life labor, but that of many
No people
generations, is required.
have better understood this than the
Japanese. They have also clearly perceived that no art that Is not true to
the changeless element lu man can endure, while, on the other hand, any
subject, however trivial, can be made
eternally attractive If only treated In
accordance with aesthetic law.
Japanese painting delights us by Its
delicate fancy, Its poetry, Its freedom,
Its spirit, but what gives these qualities special and enduring charm, whut
makes the play of fancy never wearisome, the liberty never mere llcenso,
Is that they rind expression in and
through a framework of design so tiiiely conceived that In It we see reflected
as In a mirror the fundamental principles which govern all true art.—W. M.
Cabot in Atlantic.
t'nbnppjr DlcUena.

Dickens had to confess, after a eerere trial of married life, that the skel-

eton In his domestic closet was becoming "a pretty big one." Then, in 1857,

the crisis.
"Poor Catherine and I are not modo
for each other," he wrote in α letter to
Forster, "and there la·no help for it
She Is exactly what you know in the
way of being amiable and complying,
but we are strangely 111 assorted for
the bund that is between us. God
knows she would have Ιμηή u thousand
times happier if she had married another kind of man, ami her avoidance of this destiny would have been
at least equally good for us l»oth. 'Hie
years have not made It easier to !>ear
for either of us. There Is plenty of
fault on my side, I dare say, in the
came

way of

thousand uncertainties, ca-

a

prices and diiticullies of disposition,
but only one tiling will a!ier all that,

and that is the end which alter.* every-

thing."

\\ here Silence In (iolili

n.

Tills story is Illustrative of the absolute siieuce and loneliness of the typical Australian bu.»!i camp:
Two men were camping together, but
rarely exchanged a word.
One mor.ting one of the men remarked at breai.faU, "Heard a cow Ik-How

in the swaiap just now."
Nothing further was said, and they
went about their business for the rest
of the day. Twenty-four hours later,
once more at breakfast, the second
man

said:

"I£ow d'yoti kti »w It wasn't a bull?"
Again no comment. Again a pause of
twenty-four hours. Next morning the
first man b« gan to pack up his "billy"
and "swag."
"You going?"
"Yes."

inquired

the other.

"Why?"

"Because," said his friend, "there's
too much argument In this camp."—
Kansas City Star.
Seventeenth Century Wiiicon».
The IniriNlut tiou of stage wagons
in Kngland m bout the middle of the seventeenth century led to many abuses.
In London they were known as "hell
carts" on account of the hot time they
Their
gave tiie unfortunates inside.
drivers were said to be "seldom sober,
never civil and always late," and their
size—copied by other vehicles—was
such that when they broke down all
trallic behind "was necessitated to

stand stock still on most beastly deep,
wet ways till it pleased them to jog
on." During the reign of Charles II.
parliament passed au art concerning
the size of carts and wagons, with extremely heavy penalties for Infringements, but when the act came to be
applied It was discovered that the model
by It wus Impracticable to

prescribed

such an extent that the judges gave
directions not to enforce the act

A DrownlnR Kiiltrn».
Elizabeth Barrett Browning has set
quite a Homeric problem as to the
place of her birth. The Encyclopaedia
Britannica gives London, but the Dic-

tionary of National Biography prefers
Burn Ilall, Durham, ami there le au
entry in the register of Kelloe church
referring to "Elizabeth Barrett Moulton Barrett, daughter and tlrst child

of Edward Barrett Moultott Barrett of
Browning himself, however, declared Unit his wife was boru
at Carlton Hall, Durham. Now, Carlton Hall Is lu Yorkshire. Finally the
authorities are not agreed as to whether Mrs. BrowniuK was boru on March 4
or on March »J, but. of course, the outstanding fact is that she was boru.—

Coxhoe Hall."

Loudou Globe.

Klonalfr.
Even a brief holiday at the seaside
was to Charles Kingslcy too long an
"This place,
absence from his wife.
'tis perfect," ho wrote on one occasion,
"but It seems a dream and imperfect
without you. Blessed be (îod for the
rest, though I never before felt the
loneliness of being without the beloved being whose every look and
word and motion Is the keynote of
Mot Perfect Without Mr·.

People talk of love
my life.
at the altar. Fools!"

ending

The Limit to Thefv Credulity.

Kansas editors are skeptical. An exchange asked: "What do you think of
an

painted cobwebs on a
naturally that the hired girl

artist who

celling
wore

so

herself Into an attack of nervous

The tissues of the throat are prostration trying to sweep thei
of the editors say that
inflamed and irritated; you down?" Most
there may have been such an artist,
irritabut there was never such a hired girl.—
cough, and there is more
tion—more coughing. You take Kansas City Journal.
a cough mixture and it eases the
A Timely Warning.
irritation—for a while. You take Jimmy—What's the matter with you?

SCOTTS

EMULSION
and it cures the cold. That's
what is necessary. It soothes the
throat because it reduces the
irritation ; cures the cold because
it drives out the inflammation ;
builds up the weakened tissues
because it nourishes them back
to their natural strength. That's
how Scott's Emulsion deals with
a
or

sore

throat,

bronchitis.

a

cough,

WE'LL SEND YOU
A SAMPLE FREE.

SCOTT & DOWHE,

a

cold,

You don't never go In for any fun at

all uowadays. Tommy—No, I'm beln'

good because I'm gqln' to have a birthday purty soon an' I want to git a
present. Jimmy—Better lie careful an'
not be too good or mebl»e they won't
give you nothln' but

phla

a

Bible.—Phlladel-

Press.

Ont of Pocket, Tbouvb.

General Lafayette attended
fuueral the crowd took the
horses out of his carriage and flrew
him home themselves. "Were you not
houored and pleased?" asked a friend.
much pleased," replied LafaWhen

Lamarque's

"Very
yette, "but I
again."

never

saw

my

Aypallln* Inneitlo·.

horses

Bride—My dear, this hat has been
crashed beyond redemption, and I
must have a new one. BridegroomVery well, my darling. I'll stop In
somewhere on my way home and buy
you one. (Bride faints with horror.)

WMt Pari·.
ESTABLISHED ISO.
The house known as the Frank Tonng
Oxford
stand now oocnpled by the Ο. T. station
W. W. Gardner, is advertised for
ISSUED TUBSDATS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL agent,
sale by the owner H. K. Moore, of Berlin.
Last week at one day of special sales
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Mies Bertha A. Emmons sold over 100
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, SEPT. 5,1906.
pairs of gloves, beside her regular work.
Puis HUL
Last year Miss Emmons went from here
td work for Rines Brothers at Portland
A FORBES,

ATWOOD

Mlnw &ad
G BOKO·

PnyrUUn.

M. ATWOOD.

A. B. roans.

:—#1.30 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise 93.00 a year. Single copiée 4 cento.
ADrunuHnm:- AU legal advertisements
are given three oonsectlve Insertions for $1.30
contracts
per Inch In length of column. Special
made with local, transient an<l yearly advertis-

Τ

km*

er».

Jo· Puxme —New type, fast presses, steam
power, experience·! workmen and low price*
combine to make this 'lepartment of our business complete and popular.

Coming Event*.
Sept V—Oxford Pomona Grange, North Buckdeld.

Sept. 6. 7—Oxford Baptist Association, West
Sumner.
Sept. IS-IS— .Maine State fair, Lewtston.
Sept. 13.—Reunion Klrst Maine Cavalry, Lew
lston.

Sept. la, 20, 41.—Oxford County fair.
Sept. 21. 23.—Annual meeting Maine State Board
of Trade. Bumford Falls.

Sept. 2B, 27, 28.—Androscoftxtn Valley fair. Can
ton.

Sept. 2b, 27, 28.—Fair at BlversMe Park. Bethel.
Oct. 3,4, 5.—West Ox for I fair, Fryeburg.
ADVKKTISEMKNTS.

NKW

The Third Person Seat.
Kail Clothing.
What Kind of a Mat Will You Wear This Kali?
Lace Curtain Sale.
Libel for Divorce.
Abstract of Plaintiff's Writ.
Found.
Pl«s for Sale.
Fall Hats.
Barrels for Sale.
School Supplies.
Glen wood Ranges.

How

the

Probation

Works.

Plan

(Portland Kxpress.)
Probation officer Geo. W. Grover is
doing a great work in Portland. Pie is
conclusively proving, that the office of a
probationer is of unlimited benefit to the
community, and that the establishment
of it cannot be called an experiment.
"It was the first of April when I was
appointed to office," said Mr. Grover in
speaking of his work," and about the
middle of the month when I assumed the
active duties of the position. Since that
time I have been occupied with the
cases under my care and I can truthfully
say, that all the people out on probation
are doing well and living good lives.
"The only people who have failed in
their trust were given to me at the beginning of my term. Sentences which had
been suspended were at once brought
forward and imposed with an additional
One of
sentence for the fresh offence.
these cases was that of a man who was
the first time let out on probation because the liquor found in his house was
not conclusively proved to belong to
him, though it looked as if he was engaged in the illegal traffic. He got
drunk a week after being let out, was
brought Into court and got both senThe second of these backsliders
tences.
got drunk and was given an additional
The third was a young buy
sentence.
but nine years old. He ran away to
Boston after being let out, and when returned was sent to the State School for

Boys.

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

gcmocvat,

Jilt

"These

are

only three

cases

"Women are usually hard to take care
of, unless they are sent out of town. If
they are let out on probation and stay
here, there is no place for them to go.

They are usually homeless in the first
place and frequent the low resorts.
arrested.
There they are found and
Should they be let out on probation,
they would have no place to go except
those resorts where they were found,
and soon they would be as bad off as
they were in the tint place.

"In the upper court at the May term
a good appearing young woman was indicted on a serious charge. Some people took an interest in her. found a place
for her to w^rk, and there she is now
engaged. She was given a chance and
has up to date, proved that she was
worthy of the trust imposed in her.
"The probation system is a grand one.
It is a more effectual means of reform
than just getting a man to promise he
will be good, for when he is let out on
he knows that he must beave himself properly, or he will not
only net punished for his last offence but
also for the one on which the mittimus
Ile is placed on his honor
was stayed.
and he feels it.
"You see, I know all these old offenders. I became acquainted with
them when I was at the jail. Some of
them have friends who wish to have
them let off, but how can I when they
have such records. Occasionally, there
are exceptions of course, but they are
very few.
"To-morrow will be report day and
then J shall hear from those in my
charge. Unless something happens, I
expect to hear from all those whose
names are on my books.
They have got
so, they like to show they can have confidence placed in them."

Erobation,

G. M. Small.

Capt. Gilbert M. Small of West Sumner, Me., died at his home on Aug. 28,

aged 79 years, 10 months and 2t!
of heart disease and old age. He
had been in failing health for several
years. He was born in Cherryfield, Me.,
October 2, 1825, and was the youngest of
five children. His father died when be
wu three years of age and shortly afterwards he went to live with Wilson Godfrey of Gouldshoro, Me., who brought
him up. He was educated in the public
schools of this town and at Gorham
Academy. He spent his earlier years in
to sea, and at a very young age
«me a successful captain, and when
the civil war broke jut was commission^
ed Acting Master of the U. S. S., San
Jacinto, where he was about to be promoted for gallant services when he was
compelled to leave because of ill health.
Upon recovering his health he took up
the study of medicine, which profession
he practiced with marked success for
twelve years, when he again returned to
the sea and was captain of merchant
vessels until 1880, when be moved to
Sumner, Me., and purchased a farm.
He held many positions of trust and
served as selectman of three different
towns. Ho was a man of the highest
character, highly esteemed and respected by all who knew him, and while he
was not identified with any church,
possessed venr strong religious convictions, and died with a sustaining, trusting faith in the Great Father. Possessing a very strong intellect and an innate
love of knowledge he was an omnivorous
reader, and a man of very broad information.
In 1847 he married Eleanor G. Moore
of Oouldsboro, Me., who survives him,
and they have had three children, Helen
S.t who married Capt. J. A. Robertson of
Harrison, Me., where she now reside·;
Byron M., an attorney at law and clerk
of courts of Franklin County, who resides at Farmington, Me.; and Daniel
D., a successful farmer of Sumner, Me.
He was a member of William A. Barrows Post, G. A. R., and a member of
the Masons since 1800.
100»,

days,

King

The new residence of
Namara of MUllnocket
(onndation. It is made
grindstones which have
oaefulaeee at the mill.

Mr. J. H. Mc-

has

a

unique

from the old

passed their

Mr. Albert Bnrbank, of Bnrbank,
Douglass & Co., Portland, Is spending ft
part of his vacation in Bethel, nie native
town.

Λ

Thursday evening the Y. P. S. C. E.
served ft supper Id Garland Chapel on
the European plan, which was a success.
Miss Belle Purington baa returned
from Andoyer, Mass., where she has
_

Λ

spent several weeks with her sister,
John V. Holt.
Mrs. Fred Chandler and

Mrs.

daughters,

South Paris,
have been spending a few days with
and Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs. Chandler's parents,
F. S. Chandler.
Miss Alice Billings, accompanied by
her nurse, is with her parents, and
friends are pleased to see improvement
in health.
Mr. J. U. Purington was in Portland
on business Tuesday.
Hilda and Marjorie, of

Friday the sad news came from Oregon
that Maj. β. A. Hastings had died at the
home of his son in Rosebery, where he
went a few weeks ago accompanied by
his son T. F. and wife. The party had
been enjoying the trip and visiting places
of interest, the Yellowstone Park and
cities of especial interest, and had been
in Herbert Hastings' home but one
week. Last year in May the Major visited Oregon and was called home by the
No particulars are
death of his wife.
The Major was one
known at present.
of Bethel's most prominent citizens, and
will be greatly missed, not only by his
family but by the whole community.
Mr. E. C. Bowler etarted with his
party of seventy for the Pacific coast
last Monday. Mrs. Bowler and little son
Ernest did not accompany him on account of school and business.
Mrs. Clare Harvey finished her engagement as forewoman in the Bethel News
office last Saturday. Friday evening she
was tendered a "farewell" by Sunset Rebekah Lodge, of which she had been an
active member.
The town schools will open Monday.
Gould Academy will open next Tuesday. A fine corps of teachers have been
engaged, and the number of new applications gives promise of an unusually
large attendance.
Friday evening Mr. Frye, the monologist, gave an entertainment in Odeon Hall
under the auspices of the Bethel library.
Mr. Frye is an artist in hie profession,
and delighted his audience.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Grover and Mrs.
Sarah Putnam were iu the party that left
for Denver Monday.

Albany.
White.
Library will be
Roy Ward well has etarted his threshSome one evidently familiar with the
is working at Abel Anheld at the home of Miss F. A. Hamplace took out a square of glass in the ingmachine;
mond, Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock. back door and entered the drug store of drews', where he has quite a job for
This week's arrivals at the Hubbard
S. T. White a week ago Sunday in the these days.
House are: John H. Dean and wife,
Mrs. Mary Bird, widow of the late
Peanuts and candy and
F. A. Neal, Boston; Wm. B. early morning.
who has been
Sew

of

Hamlin Memorial

York;
a bottle of shot were taken, and a hamMead, Providence; Anna M. Mead, Bos- mer was carried into the cellar but
ton; H. M. Maling, Portland.
nothing else disturbed so far as could be
Mr. and Mrs. James Terry and Miss
discovered. Possibly the thieves bethe
been
spending
Terry, who have
came frightened in some way, aqd left
summer at the Hubbard House, return
earlier than they intended.
Tuesin
home
to their
Hartford, Conn.,
Henry Lapham, who has been sick
day.
for some time with consumption, died
is
of
New
York
E.
Davies
Albert
Mr.
Friday, Aug. 25th, at the home of his
with his family here this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Lapham.
Merle S. Goding of Alameda, Calif., parents,
There was a prayer at the house and the
who has been spending a week with
fuDeral service was at Locke's Mills.
friends in town, went Monday to LiverAnother son, James Lapham, Is there at
the
until
will
more Falls where he
stay
home very ill with the same disease.
12.
on
of
Hebron
Sept.
Academy
opening
S. Barry Locke returned Friday night
Rev. James Bixby, D. D., of Yonkers,
from a camping trip to Shag Pond bringΝ. Y., who has been at Elmhurst during
ing with him a fine 2 1-2 pound trout.
August, returned to his home Monday.
West Paris Grange held a picnic at
Charles A. Sparkes, of New York, is a
W. G. Hammond's grove at Trap Corner
where I guest at Mr. Case's.
last Saturday.

have had to recommend that the suspended sentence be brought forward.
Of course it is hard to get a man to walk
straight right from the start, and allowances have to be made.
They generally
come around to the straight path after
a while.
"Since coming into office, 1 have had
turned over to me a total of 74 people.
Of these 02 are still in town, and the rest,
12 in number were sent away from the
city. Only three of 02, those I have
mentioned, have been a disappointment.
On my list are the names of IS under
21 years of age, and six women, four of
whom formed part of the 12 sent out of
the city. The men bave been very good
about keeping their promise. I have
watched most of them and they are working and doing well.
"Two weeks ago, aman, still drunk,
I kept
was turned over to my care.
track of him, and it was just a week before he sobered down, that was a week
ago Saturday. He got a job the following Monday, worked all last week and is
working now, for all I know.

Capt.

where she
Finit Baptist Church. Be*. ■- O. Taylor, paator and has had a glove counter
Preaching every Sumlay at 10:45 a.*. Sunday has been very successful with her cusSabbath Evening Servloe at
School at 12 M.
tomers. She occasionally visits her
7 30 r. M. Y. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
and Mrs. I. P.
Mr.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 730. Cove- parents here,
nant Meeting the laat Frl<iav before the lit Emmons, for over Sunday.
AU
not
Sunday of the month at iJO r. ■.
Mrs. Dora Jackson went to Yarmouth
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
week
I! nlvereallst Church.
Sunday School every last Thursday to visit friends for a
Sunday at 10:43 A. M.
or two.
Mrs. G. P. Cummings and two sons,
Mise Celie Mills of New York la a
Leon and
Lester, from Dorchester,
Brick."
"Old
at
guest
Mass., are spending a two weeks'vacawho
S.
U.
W.
W.
N.,
Kimball,
Capt.
tion' with Mrs. Cummings' brother, D.
has been the guest of Lewie M. Brown, H.
Pifield, and family.
Esq., during his stay at Paris Hill, reMiss Emma A. Swan is home from
turned Saturday to Washington, D. C.
Auburn for a vacation.
Philip Goldberg of New York arrived
Miss Eleanor Tuell gave a Japanese
at his summer residence here Saturday
for ten of her young friends last
party
ten
of
for a vacation
days.
Tuesday evening at the home of her
D.
Mrs.
John
and
Long
Ex-Secretary
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Tuell.
were at Paris Hill calling upon friends
Misses Delia and Minnie Lane returnone day last week, coming from their
ed Thursday of last week from nearly a
summer home in Bucktield by autoweek's visit at Rumford Falls.
The
mobile.
distinguished MassaD. C. Churchill and family invited a
chusetts statesman is looking hale and little
party of neighbors to a picnic dinhearty and is an expert automobilist, ner and social afternoon at their home
manipulating his touring car without last Wednesday. Tour correspondent
the aid of a chauffeur.
being one of the number can testify to
Daniel Winslow, who has spent sevAal
the excellent quality of the dinner and
Hill
Paris
to
summers here, returned
the pleasant occasion.
last Wednesday, having passed the seaThe Wednesday Club will hold its first
coast.
Connecticut
on
the
son
meeting for the season Wednesday of
Louis E. Clay was at home last week
this week at the home of Mrs. L. C.
from a business trip through Franklin Bates. This
year the meetings will be
County.
held every other week instead of weekly
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Garland of as last
year. A most interesting proBoston, who have been spending their
gramme has been prepared for the year
vacation with relatives here, returned which has been
printed in booklet form.
home last Wednesday.
The subject for this week is a character
at
A mixed foursome golf tournament
sketch of Shakespeare and the reading
the links on Monday and Tuesday of this of
King Henry VIII.
Mr. and Mrs. £. II. Brown and Chas.
of
H.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Cummings
George
L. Brown of Rumford Falls are spending
Mechanic Falls, former residents of this a week's vacation at H. G. Brown's.
here.
relatives
are
visiting
village,
Miss Mabel E. Ricker recently visited
Aloion K. Parrie, Esq., the Washing- her brother at Falmouth.
ton banker, who with his family are
L. F. Willis is repairing his house.
guests at the White Mountain View
A mothers' meeting will be given by
House, is a grandson of one of Maine's the W. C. T. U. at their next regular
most distinguished statesmen, and bears
meeting, Sept. 7th, to which all ladies
the name name.
whether members or not are invited.
Bosof
Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. George
The subject will be "Safeguards for
B.
Merrill's.
at
Loren
ton are guests
School Children." There will be a
Mrs. Sanders was formerly Miss Minnie
paper on the subject by Mrs. Elva E.
has
and
this
of
Garland
many
place
Locke and other interesting papers, and
friends here.
a solo "Lullaby" by Mrs. Anna W.
of
the
directors
The regular meeting

Bethel.

This is to be a week of golf tournaIn addition
ments, weather permitting.
East Hebron.
to the regular tournament of Monday
The changeable weather reminds us
and Tuesday, and the tea on Tuesday
I of the near approach of winter weather.
afternoon, a caddies' tournament and tea I The sick are not
gaining very much.
will be given on Saturday.
I
I)ea. R. P. Fuller is very sick, "and his
at
the
tea
afternoon
The Saturday
golf I doctor
gives no encouragement in relinks was postponed, on account of the
recovery. His wife is very
tournament of this week, to Tuesday Igardtoliis
I feeble from care and work. His sister,
afternoon, when the iiuals will be played.
! Miss Mary Warren, is with them still to
The tournament will commence Monday
them along, but her health is very
I
afternoon instead of forenoon as previ- help
I poor.
ously announced; the change being made
Mrs. Lenville Allen is gaining since
account of the small number of j
on
I lier operation.
entries.
Mrs. Smith from Massachusetts is
The entertainment given by the Ladies'
her mother and grandfather,
I
visiting
FriHall
at
Universalist Circle
Academy
I Mr. E. Lane.
the
best
of
one
was
yet
day evening
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hodsdon from
Every number on the progiven here.
are
visiting his parents,
an
and
encored
was
by
again
gram
again
I L. R. Hodsdon and wife, and his relaaudience that tilled the hall, and the enI tives in Turner.
tire entertainment was of a high class.
Two tramps were in this place on
The program was as follows:
food and tobacco.
Seven. Saturday begging
1 Trombone solo—1The Rosary,
I They got tobacco from all they saw who
Mr. L. M. Irish.
I used it. A tobacco shop will doubtless
I be started by them.
Mr. Α. Ε. Morse.
Mrs. M. Moachides intends to return
3 Tennyson's Dream of Fair Women,
I
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker.
I to Massachusetts in the near future.
Illustrate·! by the following tableaux
School will commence next week with
Miss Helen Crlssey.
Helen of Troy,
I a new teacher. The teacher of last
Mies Marlon Hallett.
li'hlgenla,
Mrs. A. h Davles.
Cleopatra,
I season is teaching in Lewiston.
Jephthah's Daughter, M 1m Julia Carter.
I Mrs. Frank Pierce is visiting in
Miss Mau<l Newell.
Fair Rosamond,
I Lewiston.
Miss Gladys Roscvelt.
Joan of Arc,
Miss Belle DeCoeter returned to her
I
4 Trombone nolo—Ah! I Have Sighed to
Verdi. I work in Auburn this week.
Rest Me. from "II Trovatore,
Mr. Irish.
Two young men returning from the
5 Reading,
I dance in Auburn on Saturday night or
Mr. Morse.
haruess
The trombone solos by Mr. Irish showed Ion Sunday morning got their
and
the best of skill ami training and were I broken so they could not proceed
rendered in a most artistic manner. Mr. I called at H. W. Record's and got ropes
Irish inherits his musical ability from land a lamp to proceed with the rain
his mother and grandfather, the lattei I coming down lively.

I

jWaterville

I

being Professor Luther Mason, a former
well known author and teacher of music

West Bethel.

making
Freeland Bird,
her home with her youngest daughter in
Portland, is visiting friends and old
neighbors for a few days at her birth-

place.

The Albany Telephone Co. have their
line completed from Bethel to North
Waterford, and working finely.
Arthur Andrews, who went through
the operation, is gaining fast. He rides
out and seems to be on the road to good
bealtb.
The summor boarders who have been
at Frank E. Bean's and Abel Andrews'
have all left and gone back to take up
city life again.
Nina F. Bean, daughter of Amos G.
Bean, who is a graduate of Gould, 1905,
has entered the Normal School at Farmington with the intention of further
fitting herself for teaching.
MassaMrs. Edwin Lawrence of
chusetts, who has been stopping for a
few days with her late husband's sister,
Mrs. D. A. Cuminings, has returned to
her home, taking her husband's nephew
back with her.
A. G. Bean purchased a good hog of
Geo. W. Brigge and put it with one be
raised and sold the two to Irving HutchThe two tipped the scales at
inson.
Who brings in the
about 900 pounds.
next?
Mrs. Herbert I. Bean and children,
who havo been stopping at the home
place with A. G. Bean, have returned
Fern Bean and little son
to Lewiston.
Omer went to Lewiston with them.
ΠΟΓΙΠ

DULK.IICIU.

Wm. Clapp and grandson of Salem,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Martba Record.
Warren

Mass.,

are

George and wife from Boston,
spending their vacation with

Mr. David Record.
Holman Monk of Lynn, Mass., is home
for a two weeks' vacation.
School begins Sept. 4th. Mies Elizabeth Morris of Portland, teacher.
Mrs. Georgie Warren and two daughters took in the I. S. S. reunion at Lake

Auburn, Aug. 24th.
Dr. Bates, wife,

and two children,
with Maude Bates and Reba Townsend,
visited at F. E. Ileald's Aug. 28th.
Ross and Wallace Varney, who have
been visiting at Wash Heald's, have returned to Sumner.

Oxford.

and wife of Maiden,
Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Albert Eaton

Clark.
The officers and color bearers of T. A.

Roberts W. R. C went to Hebron Friday
for many years.
to visit the corps recently organized
Tennyson's Dream of Fair Women, an j
there.
illustrated by tableaux, was perfect in
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney of Portland
stage setting and costumes, and present- I
visited their sister, Mrs. Wilfred Pered some of the most artistic and beauti- I "This pumpkin ple'e a tempting dish to almost
kins, Saturday and Sunday.
any fellow—
ful pictures possible on the amateui !
Mr. Augustus Perkins of Cambridge,
I So sweet and tender, luscious (yum!) and then
stage.
withal so yellow.
Mass., is visiting his brother, Mr. H. 0.
Mr Alfred E. Morse is so well knows I You stir upewr* and milk and spice and oh, Perkins.
my eye!
as a delineator of the Yankee character
Mr. Curtis from South Paris is driving
I And then you add the pumpkins, and that makee
that comment seems unnecessary, and
the grain delivery wagon.
pumpkin pie."
yet it is but justice to say that he fairlj
Mr. W. R. Farris has had a slight
outdid himself in this program and more I September, the month of fairs, ha« shock.
He is at the home of his son,
!
come.
hat
that
than sustained a reputation
Farris.
Postmaster Dennison and wife have Dr. H. R.
!
oi
the
boundaries
already spread beyond
The gospel tent has been taken down,
the
seashore.
a
at
vacation
I
been
enjoying
New England.
and the evangelists, Messrs. McPhearson,
S. W. Potter, Esq., has our thanks foi
Advertised letters in Paris post office,
and Carter, have returned to
Boston and New York Kberhard
I
late
Portland,
1st:
Sept.
their studies, preparatory to becoming
I newspapers.
Mr. Marshall Week*.
missionaries.
Mr. E. C. Bowler of the Bethel News
Mise Kmma Swan.
Rev. Mr. Newport, wife and daughter,
Mrs. George Bean.
I left town Aug. 28th on bis second exMr». S. Boutlrot.
returned from New Hampshire last
to the Pacific coast.
POSTALS.
and services were resumed at the
Station agent O'Reilly and wife have week,
Mr*. Burton P. Kinney.
I returned from visits to the seashore ol church Sunday.
Miss Emma Graves.
Quite a number of people are attendI Maine and mountains of New Damp
Miss Maud Graves.
ing campmeeting at Poland, Lewiston,
Miss Kutb Graves.
I shire.
Mrs L. B. Warner.
M. Penley, C. P. Pingree and A. J. etc.
Mr. Robbie Merrill (two).
Rev. Mr. Snow of Lewiston preached
Haskell supply the people of this village
at the Advent chapel Sunday, as Miss
will
sel
Mrs. Doe, the administratrix,
I with fresh meats.
at auction next Saturday, Sept. 9, at 9:3( I The annual lawn party in "Grover's Glover is absent attending the campa. v., a lot of personal property belong I Birches" was well
attended, and the meeting at Carthage.
ing to the estate of the late Benjamin S I tiilead brass band furnished good music
Brownfield.
In the sale are included house I afternoon and
Doe.
evening.
hold goods and utensils, carpenter's j Summer will soon be gone and the
A heavy thunder storm passed over
tools, farming tools, covered carriage, I crimson banners of autumn already be- this town Wednesday evening.
and numerous other articles.
Rev. Mr. Cameron closed hie labors as
I gin to be displayed.
Haying is drawing to an end and the pastor in this place last Sunday, much to
WQITTKMORE DISTRICT.
harvesting of beans, corn and potatoes the regret of many members of bis
Mr.
Chas.
Whittemore, wife an<] I will soon be begun.
church.
New
York
of
City
Mrs. 0. Allen of Hiram Is visiting the
daughter, Mabel,
Brothers' large drive of pulp
Hastings
of
Ν.
Mrs. K. W. Stewart
Antrim,
H., I wood, started from Mason last spring, ie Peabody family.
and
Mr
Garland
Chandler
Mr.
wife,
Miss Edith Swan is visiting at Will
still hung up in Pleasant River, and
Geo. Sanders and wife of Boston, arc I etrewn over the meadows.
Johnson's.
at
Mrs.
J.
B.
Drake's.
Last week J. L. Frink spent a few
visiting
! Rust is killing potato vines and it is
feared rot will follow, but it is bettei days in Portland.
Loveli.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Linecott and son
to have them decay in the fields than in
from Massachusetts are visiting friends
Ο. E. Andrews and wife have visited I cellars.
in this town.
at Kezar Falls and attended the Cornish
!
Wilson's Mills.
fair.
Recently the Robinson Family gave a
S. L. Plummer has been at the Harboi I The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. concert at the town ball, which was
much enjoyed.
threshing grain with engine and sepa- I Nellie Hart Wednesday.
rator.
J Mrs. Β. N. Storey spent several dayt
East Waterford.
Frank L. Howe and wife are visiting with her cousin, Mrs. Archie Bennett,
here.
I at Wentworth'e Location the past week,
J. B. Haskell has bnilt a steam saw
Miss Nellie Morton, who underwent ι
Game warden Adams arrested three mill on Pride Brothers' land near Rice's
last week,
for illegal fishing. They had a Junction, and is now patting in the
severe surgical operation
seems to be improving well.
earing before trial justice, H. W. machinery.
W. H. Koniston and wife are to run the I Fickett. Two paid fines and one was
Merton Young's little girl is very low
Mr.
boarding house of S. H. Harriman al I proven innocent of the charge against and not expected to recover.
I him and was discharged.
North Chatham.
Young's grandmother, Mrs. Bearce of
A search and seizure at the Aziscoos Turner, is with them.
Mrs. John L. Chandler of North Chatham is seriously ill at the home of D. H. I House on Thursday.
A family party of seventeen took din1 H. A. Heald came to town again ner at Mrs. Martha Pride's the 27th in
Wiley here.
Geo. A. Foster and son, who have I Saturday.
honor of the twelfth birthday of her
been at C. K. Chapman'·, have returned I Peddlers of all sorte in town the past grandson, Ralph Mixer.
I week.
to Lawrence.
Drs. Sylvester and Stimpson performW. D. Irish and wue and Elmer An- I The Collier party came down from ed an operation on Joseph Patterson
to
North
drews and wife have gone
Frye- I Camp Caribou, Parmacheenee Lake, and last week.
I went to Colebrook Sunday.
Edward E. Skinner has moved his
burg in the corn shop for the season.
are
at
the
from
here
number
The past week has been very fine family into the house opposite Henry
a
Quite
I weather for ripening grain. People Yonng's.
Cornish fair this week.
I have already begun to harvest their
Mrs. Mary Hall of Norway is spending
East Sumner.
I oats.
the week with her sister, Mrs. Pride.
There was quite a good attendance at
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Keen are at S. S.
Denmark,
the soldiers' reunion at West Sumner, an
Mr. Keen is slowly
Hall's this week.
is
of
Jones
W.
L.
Lowell,
Mass.,
account of which your West Sumner j
improving in health.
with
his
vacation
short
a
parspending
William H. Keen has sold his farm to
correspondent will probably give.
It will now be a busy time at the corn I ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Jones.
Horace Hall and Winfleld Staples of
for
are
sommer
boarders
The
leaving
If
frost
come.
shops for a few weeks to
all gone Bridgton.
holds off there will be a good pack, and I their home·, and will soon be
from
here.
I
be
we hope the packing company may
North Pari·.
Willard McEusick will board the Burnable to make a good thing of it
Mr. F. D. Welcombe and family have
at the oorn
Our summer visitors are leaving for I ham Λ Morrill employee
returned to their home in Massachusetts.
I shop during the coming pack.
their home· as cold nights come on.
Rev. J. A. Parker is to move into Seth
A newcomer at the home of Mr. and
S. C. H mid i· ordering in oorn at
It is a nice Benson's rent.
Minot a· usual. S. F. Stetson and Mont I Mrs. Elmer Berry Tuesday.
The-devil wagons grow more plenty
Mrs. Berry la reported as
Hoilie will order in at thia place. "Mec" I baby boy.
rides for the women
and the
Benson will be yardmaster as usual, I quite slok.
on the and children less often.
while Mr. Gerry will as usual be on hand I A new pier and new
placed by the road oom· Ik Is reported thai Mr. Holm·· has
and active. M. K. Fogg will superintend

j

I know the lan«U are lit
With all the autumn blaze of Uolden-rod,
Ami everywhere the Purple Asters nod
And bend ami wave and flit.
—Helen Hunt Jackson.

cursion

j

j

Eersons

I

the plant

1 Sftg

planking

pleasure

■old hie tea.

Buckfield.
Stanley Blabee and family and Charlie
Atwood of Romford FalU have been
recent guesta here.
Dastine Spaulding and wife of Cape
Elizabeth are visiting relatives here.
They are old people and were Datives
of this town.
C. S. Childs and wife have been to
Livermore Falls to attend the races and

Remarkable Dwarf.
Perhaps the most remarkable dwarf
A

on

record

was

Sir Jeffrey Hudson, the

Lace Curtain Sale

PROBATE SΟΤΙCE·.
to all personi l&tereated In either of the «tttcs
hereinafter named:
▲t a Probate Court, held at Bumford, to
,nd for the County of Oxford, on the third
J taesday
of Aug., to the year of «'{'J'0'"*./®?
j houaaod nine hundred and Ave. The "ollowng matter having been presented (or the action
hereupon hereinafter indicated, It 1· hereby

little fellow whom Scott Introduces In
adds more to the cheerfulness of your room than Lace
"Peveril of the Peak." He was born
In Rutlandshire, England, in 1610.
patterns to suit your taste and
Curtains. We can show you fresh
When eight years of age he was pre- « )kdkkkd:
for our fall sale. Several odd
new
That notice thereof be given to all person· toKJcketbook. More than twenty
sented by the Duke of Buckingham to ( erested by causing a copy of this order to be
to the Ox·
successively
aftHe
lubllshod
three
weeks
cold
down.
a
in
marked
>airs
pie.
Queen Henrietta
ord Democrat, a newspaper published at South
erward became attached to the court of I »arls, to said County, that they may appear rta
visit relatives.
the
on
at
masks
be
held
Paris,
Probate
to
j
Court
court
the
The Conant reunion occurred at Charles I. At one of
)NE LOT white curtains, leaf and scroll ONE DOZEN PAIRS, no two alike,
bird Tuesday of Sept., A. D. 1906, at fl of the
Nezinscot Hall, Aug. 30th, winding up the king's porter, a man of gigantic ilock to the forenoon, and bo heard thereon If
pattern with small dots, 3 yards long, prices were 11.00, 41.25, *1.60, $1.75,
in the evening with a dance.
size, who used to Arment the little hey see cause.
60c.
....
$2.00, now $0.75,
good value,
Monday evening, Sept. 4th, a reading dwarf, pulled from one pocket a loaf
FRANCETTA FLETCHER of Paris, ward;
extra values.
is to be given under the auspices of the of bread and from the other Jeffrey, lrst account presented for allowance by James )NE LOT white curtains, neat leaf and
Buckfield Literary Club, by Edward H. much to the surprise and amusement 1 }. Wright, guardian.
flower pattern, with little dota, 3 yards
is
ALVIN M. BTER80N, late of Paris, deceased ;
Frye, monologist. The subjeot
of the company present. Jeffrey was >etltlon for allowance out of personal estate prelong, 60 inches wide, four other pat1
David Haram.
time only eighteen inches in tented by Maria M. Ryerson, widow.
11.25
terns at
Corn is going to the factory this Fri- at this
Rugs will save your lloor and carj.et,
DANIEL H. HOLMAN et ale, of Dlxfleld,
day, commencing the run Saturday.wife height.
and
sell
ecrn
to
convey
quality
curtains, good
for license
)NE LOT
and beautify your rooms. Sizes,
be
nlnors;
petition
until
stature
at
this
and
remained
He
Prince
colors,
August 31st C. H.
real estate presented by Sarah E. Holman,
for price, plain center, neat border, 3 and
and Bert Tilton and Mrs. G. Tilton at- was thirty years of age, after which guardian.
prices suitable for any place.
$1.25
of
laws
to
the
deceased
long,
tended a grange picnic in Sumner,
;
a curious exception
yards
ADDISON TIRItELL, late of Paris,
ONE LOT moquet mats, 1 yard Ion#, 18
out of personal estate pre·
by auto. A very enjoyable trip is re- growth took place, since Jeffrey rapid- petition for allowance
3NE LOT white, good Nottingham lace,
Nettle P. Ttrrell, widow.
iented
by
in
inches wide, several patterns,
nine
inches
ported.
to be three feet
$i.00
grew
ly
bottom,
figured border, scalloped
BENJAMIN S. DOE, late of Paris, debased ;
Many teams are drawing pipes for the height, whereas most men do not grow
Kate
u.
LOT best moquet, many colore,
ONE
allowance
CO
for
by
3ret account presented
now, 3 1-2 yards long,
water works.
something
of an inch after the age of Doe, widow.
neat patterns, 1 3-4 yards Ιοηκ,
The erection of a stone and cement a quarter
$2.00
inches wide,
dwarf had an enormous
NEHEMIAH COLE, late of Stark In the State
dam has commenced at the Withington thirty. This
inches wide,
and
$2.50
deceased; copy of will
3NE LOT hpavy <>cru curt ai no, pretty
head and very large hands and feet; if New Hampshire,
brush works.
for probate thereof presented by Eldcn
petition
rich
color,
LOT beet moquet, rich
ONE
center,
Indiana
were
border,
of
plain
symfigured
Ward Maxim and family
colorings,
otherwise his proportions
S. Cole, executor thereof.
3 1-2 yardii long, 00 iuches wide, $3.00
arrived Friday. They are guests of Mr. metrical, and his face was considered
pretty patterns, 2 yards long, 1 yard
RUTH J. HALE, late of Waterford, deceased ;
and Mrs. James Irish of Ilartford, Mrs. handsome.—Youth's Companion.
Bret and private accounts presented for allow· ONE LOT white fine Nottingham curwide
83.87
fcnce by George Henry Billings, admlnletrator.
Irish being a relative of the Maxims.
tains, flower and scroll border with
line of Smyrna Rugs, all ei/.t-H
Large
deceased;
of
00
Rev. Mr. Pottle has returned from his
late
Porter,
NANCY II. TOW LE,
flowered center, 3 1-2 yards long,
The l/aefnl Donkey.
first account presented for allowance by Francis
vacation.
$:j.50 and prices.
inches wide, very pretty,
In Syria, says a traveler, I saw a A. Fox, administrator.
Rev. Mr. Atbearn returned Friday
use.
dean
extraordinary
donkey put to
FRANK GILPATRICK, late of Hiram,
evening.
account presented for allowance by
If you are interested in
your home do not miss this sale.
Rev. Miss Eleanor B. Forbes returned One evening Just before the dinner ceased; final
Κ rancis A. Gllpatrlck, administrator.
to her field of labor at Oray Saturday.
hour in our tent the Arab cook rushed
OLIVER BONNEY, late of Sumner, decreed;
hurriedly out of the door of the kitchen first account presented for allowance by Llewdreenwood.
hand.
in
his
carafe
B. Heal·!, administra tor.
α
with
ellyn
glass
tent
Ye have looked on Death since ye met He went up to the row of donkeys,
MERCY W. KILOORE, late of Waterford,
of J. Benme last!
Yes, Mrs. Hemans, we have horses and packages tethered close by. deceased ; petition for appointment
nett Pike or some other suitable person as
and the occasion was a sad one although
the
of
smallest
administrator, presented by Zebulon J. Abbott,
Seizing the tail of the
by no means uncommon. One year ago donkeys, be hastily thrust It into the brother.
in
the
last June we stopped over night
said Court.
it two or three vigorous ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of
family of Nelson Lapham at West Paris, carafe, gave
A true copy
as
then
and
bottle
at
the
^
park.
Register.
then
inside
turns
being
his oldest son, Henry,
home and to all appearances enjoying quickly removed the unconcerned tall.
NOTICE.
perfect health, and about 30 years of Thus he had cleansed the water bottle The subscriber hereby gives notice that she ί
More recently the consumption for our dinner. It is in Syria alno that
age.
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
marked him for his victim; and last the
strange fashion exists of shaving
P. HUSTON, late of Dlxfleld,
Sunday we looked upon his emaciated the donkeys' coats in different ways,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
and lifeless form, which was soon to add
All persons having
her
shaves
directs.
as
the
law
bonds
fashion
of
a
much as
lady
one more to the village of the dead.
of said deceased are
of don- demands against the estate
desired to present the same for settlement, and
And now the report comes that his French poodle. A choice breed
is all Indebted thereto are requested to make paybrother, James Lapham, is going the keys, known as "Bagdad mules,"
ment Immediately.
earne way, having had the measles which much cherished in the neighborhood of
FLUELLA L. HUSTON.
Aug. 15th, 1905.
the disease.
Their long, hairy coat,
Damascus.
that
came
NOTICE.
Some time ago the report
usually of pure white or pale gray, adIn the District Court of the United States for I
Wm. Richardson was dead, but was a
of fantastic clipping.
mits
In Bankruptcy.
Maine.
District
of
the
that
comes
mistake; and now the news
In the matter of
)
his wife has passed away, which is probaside your straw and put on a
Watchea.
It's time now to
In Bankruptcy.
Baking
LEWIS A. HOWARD,
ably true.
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
with you in a moment. I
be
will
The
Little Theodore Roosevelt Cnmmings
Our new stock is in.
new Fall Hat.
To the creditors of Lewis A. Howard In
of this batch
of Albany, whose death was reported must finish the baking
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid:
In Derbies we have the
Notice is hereby given that on the 26th day of
are
last week, was a grandnephew of Mrs. L. of watches first."
Aug., Λ. D. 1»B, the said Lewie A. Howard
The speaker was u Jeweler. lie said was
Dunham. Two daughters are still left
duly adjudicated bankrupt, anil that the first
the
ever
and
at
President
$2
popular Sutf'olk in
to the bereaved parents; also a son and us lie worked:
meeting of hie creditors will be held at the Court
In South Paris, on the 13th day of Sent,
House,
at
the
a daughter belonging to Mr. Cummings
various qualities from $2 to $3. These hats come
"1 suppose you are surprised
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at which
by a former marriage.
of watch baking. I will explain. ttme the said creditors may attend, prove their
idea
in a number of shapes to fit all faces. New
Miss Ada Dunham of West Bethel
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
The machinery of a watch is delicate, and transact such other business as may propercame here on a visit last Thursday and
same in winter
come before said meeting.
the
work
It
must
ly
and ideas in soft hats in blocks, browns and
returned the following Monday, accom- yet
South Paris, Aug. '28,1906.
the same in Russia as
GEO. A. WILSON.
panied by our managing director, to- as In summer,
for men and
All
up to $2. Fall
Sahara as in
Referee to Bankruptcy.
gether with his wife and two youngest in Cairo, the same In the
acto
Iceland. There Is only one way
kids, all returning Wednesday.
NOTICE.
Allon Cole came up to try his luck at complish this—the watch must be regIn the District Court of the United States for the |
last
Tuesday, f la ted to heat and cold.
fishing in Twitchell Pond
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
and had good success. One pickerel was
Id the matter of
)
"I am regulating these watches to
FRANK W. SMITH,
estimated to tip the beam at three
J In Bankruptcy,
heat. Afterward, In a refrigerator, I
of Rum ford Falls, Bankrupt. )
pounds. Mr. Cole reported his father,
Then
cold.
to
them
W.
Smith In the
will
Frank
rcjnilute
of
as
creditors
To the
Clinton Cole, so feeble this summer
of Oxford and district aforesaid :
He is 70 when they go out In the world they County
to be unable to do any labor.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 26th day of
won't disgrace themselves In any cli- Aug., A. I). 1905, the said Frank W. Smith was
years of ago and draws a pension.
bankrupt, and that the first
The grove meeting last Tuesday week mate. ( 'hronometers must be regulat- duly adjudicated
of his creditors will be held at the Court
was well reported ; but one incident was ed more carefully than watches.
They meeting
House, In South Paris, on the 13th day of Sept.,
omitted and probably unnoticed. Soon are often kept for weeks In tempera- A. D. 19ii5, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
after Ex-Governor Perham arrived on
tures that are now zero and now 120 claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
the grounds he asked us to assist him in
and transact such other buelness as may properly
Bulletin.
come before said meeting.
procuring a seat near the speaker's degrees."—Philadelphia
South Paris, Aug. 28, 1905.
there
steep.
land
the
very
being
stand,
GEO. A. WILSON,
Money lintel Canltler* Dinlike.
This we did with pleasure, giving him
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Amer"It Is α curious habit the great
our arm, and on arriving there in safety
he thanked us for our kindness; and ican public has of wanting the kind of
STATE OF MAINE.
then we in return thanked him for the money thut hotel cashiers dislike and
COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
temperance lecture he gave us in the old have the least of," said one of those
To the Sheriff of nny County In our said State,
town house in Hartford sixty years ago. useful functionaries.
"Many are the or either of hU Deputies, Greeting :
WILL BE MOLD AT COOT TO
Some of the information and anecdotes
We Command You, to attach the goodi ami
am
called
that
I
upon,
times each day
estate of Charles L. Saunders, commorant of
there given are still fresh in our memory,
cent
for fifty
FIRST CUSTOMER.
Parle, In the County of Oxford and State of
and will be to the end of the chapter. by ladles especially,
the
won't answer. They Maine, and especially the stage building,
"Cast thy bread upon the waters," etc. pieces. Quarters
dance hall and the ofllce or entrance building,
That eclipse probably came off as ad- want half dollars, though why that together with stationary seats In front of the
building and all
vertised, although wholly invisible here particular eolu I've never been able to stage
being all buildings and
on account of the clouds.
understand. No cashier cares to keep on the following describe!!
Peace at last, or at any rate on paper, halves on hand, but always maintains the booth owned by F. A. Shurtleff and Company, said leased premises are situated on the
and hope it will prove so in reality.
a good itock of quarters and dimes,
northerly side of Pleasant Street In said Paris
and
are bounded—southerly by said street—eastconvenfor the reason of their greater
North Albany.
erly by Chas. E. Bennett's land—and northerly
also beg ami
the
of
guests
ience.
Many
her
westerly by Chllds' stand—being known as
Mrs. Imogene Browne is visiting
a Mrs. Billings, to
Electra Park and owned
for two dollar notes despite the fact the value of Ave hundredbydollars: and summon
son in Norway.
are
OVEN ATTACHED, ALL IN GOOD REPAIR.
of
this
forms
they
he
be
found In your preall
said defendant, (If
currency
that of
may
Miss Sadie Emery is spending
We never cinct,) to appear before our Justices of our
week with her sister, Mrs. Carrie Penley, the most objectionable.
at
be
holden
next
to
Judicial
Court,
CALL AND GET PRICE ON SAME.
Supreme
at Bethel.
take them voluntarily and pay them Paris, within and for said County of Oxford, on
A.
D.
then
for
town
of
is
in
second
the
October,
1905,
Gilead
of
Kimball
Tuesday
T. G.
out as fast as they come In."—Washand there to answer unto Silas P. Maxim of
a few days.
said Paris. In a plea of the case, for that the
ington Tost.
John Kimball, Herman Brown, and
said defendant, at said Paris, on the day of the
PLATFORM
I SET 600-POUND
Abner Kimball are working on the state
purchase of this Writ, being indebted to the
I'untleroun Handel.
plaintiff. In the sum of two hundred forty dolroad at the town house district.
to
the
acHandel was very large, weighing lars and seventeen cents, according
WILL BE SOLD AT
SCALES.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Park, Mr. and Mrs.
count annexed, then and there, In consideration
Ills figure was unthereof, promised tho plaintiff to pay him the
Hilton, Miss Burnell and Miss Hall are over 2U0 pounds.
to side same on demand.
COST—OR CHEAPER.
camping a few days on the farm owned wieldy and Le rolled from aide
South Paris, June 30,1905.
as be walked. Ills hands were ho thick
by £. S. Kilborn of Bethel.
S. P. Maxim pold to Col. Chas. L. Saunders :
12.00
and ponderous that people wondered June 20. 120 Feet Supporta,
Hebron.
60
18 extra Backs,
how he could play the harpsichord or June 21. 5
Creosote Stain, Can,
gal.
as
Children's
observed
was
Sunday
was red and
face
Ills
all.
4.50
ajt
4c,
organ
"
22. 0 64-100 sfjs. 1 ply Parold,.. .20.72 SIM
Day.
with a long nose, thick lower
35.12
Misses Annie Glover and Alice Melcher coarse,
July 1. 1958 ft. dimension stuff, 18..
In
It.
a
3.80
dimple
and full chin with
276 ft plank
are in Phillips visiting Mrs. Grace Mel- lip
00
*J8
boards
ft.
7000
and
eyeIlls eyes were prominent
cher Toothaker.
28.00
2000 ft. plank Hoorlng
4.50
300 ft. 6 χ 6,
Miss Flora Clark of Chelsea, Mass., is brows very full. He was α monstrous
2.62
Labor llttlng boards
eater and at times drank heavily. Ills
visiting relatives here.
11 dAys labor self, June 19
Mrs. Judge Wing of Auburn was at conceit was stupendous, and he always
to July 1st, Inclusive, $2.75, 30.25
her eister'e, Mrs. Dr. Donbam's, last
the Idea that there was no

Nothing

j

dainty
styles

J

«1.00,81.25,11.50,

Rugs.

going

beautifying

Norway, Maine.

e8taTHAXTER

FALL HATS.

_

originated

lay

styles

particularly pleasing.

styles
pearls.
boys.

Caps

grades

FOSTER,

B.

H.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

REFRIGERATOR

One Second-Hand

3-BURNER GASOLINE STOVE.

At Cost !

J. P. Richardson,

—

South Paris, Maine.

entertained

Mrs. Donham and Miss Hazel Donham
go to Lakemont, Ν. Y., where Miss Donham will teach.
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Stearns are spending a few days in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Smith and son
of New Sharon visited Mrs. Fred Sturtevant last week.
Mrs. Cyrus Ramsdell of East Hebron
and Mrs. Swan of Hingham, Mass., were
at Miss Tripp's Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bartlett and son
Freddie, and Miss Josephine Cleave
have returned to their home in Boston.
Mr. George E. Barrows and brother
Hiram of Auburn, and their brother
Samuel of West Auburn, were in the
place Tuesday and called on a few
old friends.
A large number from here went to
Lake Auburn Wednesday on a picnic.
Miss Louise Wallon, who bas been
spending her vacation here, leaves for
home to-day. Miss Wallon will spend a
few days at Biddeford Pool before going
to her home in Winthrop, Mass.

East Bethel.

Miss Edna Bartlett visited relatives in
Berlin, Ν. H., the past week.
Mrs. Etta Bean is spending a few
weeks' vacation with relatives in Litchfield and Oldtown.
Miss Rose Kimball recently enjoyed a
week's vacation at her home bere.
Mr. M. E. Bartlett is having his build-

music to be compared to his own. He
was boorish 4n manner, quick In temsomeper, and when Irritated would
times give utterance to a robust oath
His conIn the German language.
temporaries said be looked like a porter.

LACES!

210 17

Which account the plaintiff avers Is for labor by
him performed and material by him furnished
In the erection of said buildings under a contract by him made with said defendant, the
owner of said buildings, the last of which labor
was performed and the last of said materials
were furnished within ninety days of the purchase of this writ; and this suit Is brought to enforce the plaintiff's lien for same upon said

1800 Yards of Lace
at 5 cents per Yard.

buildings

Orange Tree·.

An orange grove In full bearing Is
of the most delightful sights the
eye can witness. The trees are α beautiful shape if left as nature made
them. The limbs come nearly to the
one

ground, ho close that an orange picker
goes under the tree flat on liis back

and often cuts 100 oranges from the
tree before he comes out. Oranges are
never picked, but are cut off with
shears having a spring between the
handles. An orange that has no stem
on It Is considered a "cull" and Is not

packed by

α first class packer.

Λ Chance For Science.

"Scientists hove discovered that a
can eat 000 times Its weight
of food In a month."
"Say," replied the dyspeptic, billionaire, "I wonder If the scientists have
ever done any experimenting In the
way of grafting caterpillars' stomachs
on other things?"
Chicago Itecord-

caterpillar

—

above described situated on said
Yet the said
above described leased premises
Defendant, though often requested, has not paid
the same, but neglects and refuses so to do; to
the damage of said plaintiff (as he says) the sum
of Ave hundred dollars, whtch shall be made to
appear, with other due damages; and have you
there this Writ, with your doings therein.
Witness, ANDREW P. WI8WELL. Chief
Justice of our said Court, at Paris, the third day
of July In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and Ave.

just secured this lot of
that we shall place on our counters
day, August 18.
We have

CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

[SEAL ]
OXFORD,

STATE OF MAINE.

Sup. Jud. Court, In vacation.
August 1,1900.
Ohdkkkd : That the plaintiff In this action
give to the defendant notice of the pendency
thereof by publishing an attested copy of this
writ and of this order thereon once a week three
weeks successively in the Oxford Democrat,
the last publication to be at least two weeks prior
to the second Tuesday of Octol>er, 1905, that he
may then appear at a term of the Supreme Judicial Court, then to be begun and holden at Paris,
in the County of Oxford, and make answer.
A. R. SAVAGE,
ss.

Justice S. J. Court.
A true copy of writ and order of Court thereon.
Attest. CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

Comments

will

STATE OF HAISE.
OXFORD, 88.
S.
Leander
Billings of Paris, In said County. I
plaintiff, vs. C. L. Saunders, commorant of said |
defendant.
Paris,

The

Bartlett

reunion

was

held

at

you have that

sutpdued

roar,

that Inde-

Indian Rock Camps the 27th. About scribable murmur which suggests an
forty were present coming from Bethel, Irresistible volume of lite that Is deep
Hanover, Rumford Falls, New Hamp- as well as strong.—Christian.
shire and Massachusetts. W. C. Holt
served a âne dinner, which was followUnder the< Chandelle».
ed by toasts, speeches and musio. All
Next time you go to. a party watch
enjoyed the day.
some of the women as they stand unNorthwest Bethel.
der the chandeliers. Notice bow a light
H. A. Skillings and son Albert of shining from above brings out unsusHarvard, Mass., have been at Seth ptected lines and angles in all but the
Mason's for a while.
youngest and freshest faces. It Is a
Henry Perkins has purchased a pair Mvere teat of beauty.

of team horses.
Miss Linda Lawrence

chusetts made calls

cently.

on

from

Massa-

friends here

re-

Mr. and Îfrs. E. L. Small and Charles
Small spent the 27th with relatives at
this place.
Stearns Brothers are threshing with
gasoline power.
Mr. and Mrs. John Saunders went
past here last week on their way to

Tliat Coir Peeling.
The Visitor—What a
delightfully
snug little flat you have! The Itenter—
Isn't It? When we open the door we're
In the middle of the room, and when
the sunshine comcs In we have to move
some of the furniture out-Chicago
Tribune.

Gilead.
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Wilson of Dor-

chester, Mass., have been visiting here.

Anonym»··.

A

Birmingham churchwarden

was

vestry meeting a list of
South Rumford.
subscriptions to the parochial funds.
Miss Marge Fleck returned to her The list began as follows: "The vicar,
a guinea; Mrs. —, half a guinea; an
home in Hairieon Aug. 27th.
Mrs. Franoea Hutehins has been visit- inonyiiious donor, myself, 26 shillings."
ing her son, James S. Hutching at South
Bethel.
Irrealatlble.
Mrs. John Bass, who worked for Mrs.
his Satan·
She—How do

Stephens at
August, returned to
Hill Aug. 31.
J. E.

the Falls through
her home on Hall

reading at

a

you suppose

majesty succeeded in tempting
Mother Eve? He—More than likely

lc

as

for themselves.

they

S.B.&Z.S. PRINCE

»

Maine.

Norway,

ings, erected on leased land In the said Parle,
known as Pino Tree Park, formerly called Electra Park; said Hen being for lumber and materials to the amount of (52.82 furnished by plaintiff to defendant In the erection of said buildings.
Tiie Items in the account are as follows :
C. L. Saunders to L. S. Billings, Dr.

June.
To 12 cedar posts
$2.16
3.26
June 27. " 113 ft. flr sheathing
"
5.14
257 ft. spruce. 2 χ 5,3 χ 4
"
300 ft. Ν. C. P. 3 8 sheathing... 5.40
"
1Λ0
5 cedar posta
"
75
25 cedar buttings
12.12
.Tune 28. " 808 ft. hemlock, 7 χ 7
14.00
Juno 29. " 1000 ft. hemlock boards
"
8.40
000 ft. hemlock boards
June 30.
·«
»
60 1-2 3-8 N.C. P. sheathing.... 1.09

PLEASE SEND

GIVING FULL INFORMATION
To

$52 82
attached to enforce said lien
officer's return aUo la dated

Total amount

property was
3, 1905, and tue

The

July
July 3,1905.

With large, new buildings and new
equipment throughout, revised courses
it
YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force,for
world

FILL OUT, CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.

Full information together
illustrated catalogue will be sent
A call at the school will
City or town, upon request. of its
convince you
superiority. FALL
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewlston, Me.
with

STATE OF MAINE.
S. J. Court, In vacation, j
OXFORD, 88.
August 29,1905. I
Ordkrbo:

That the

plaintiff

In this action

give to the defendant notice of tb.i pendency
thereof by publishing an sttesUd abstract of

this writ ana i.n attested copy of this order there
on, showing the date of said writ, when and
where returnable, the names and alleged residences of the parties thereto, the nature of the
action, the nature and amount of the alleged
claim, Including the Items In the account annexed, the date of the attachment by virtue of said
writ, and the date of the officer's return thereon,
once a week three weeks sucoeaatvely in the Oxford Democrat, the last publication to be at
of
least two weeks prior to the second
October, 1905, that he may then appear at » term
to
be
begun
of the Supreme Judicial Court then
and holden at Paris In the County Of Oxford,
and make answer.
A. R. SAVAGE,
Justice 8. J. Court.
A true abstract of said writ and a true copy
of the order thereon.
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN. Clerk.
Wright * Wheeler, Attorney· for Plaintiff.
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|

Carl 0. Ross of Oxford has purchased he told her that apples were good for
Found.
tobacco store at Mexloo and will take the complexion.
possession the 1st of September.
A purse containing a sum ofl
Covetousness swell· the principal to
Latest style· in fall and winter suits,
Is now at the Oxford Dem· Γ
no purpose and lowma the dm to all money.
rain ooats, ovsrooaàs and odd trousers
office.
ocrat
Taylor.
p—po···,
F.
H.
now ready to show yon.
NoyesCo.

an

Optician.

S. RICHARDS,

Best Work and Lowest Prices.

CA8T0RIA F*MintslOdCHdrw,
Til (urn Hill Atom taut

\

t

has the best facilities in the
young men and women.
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
aptraining for business. More than 30Bliss
a month are received for

plications
Street, graduates.

a

A

unnecessary

CALL AND SEE THEM.

I

with granite roofing.
Herald.
[SEAL.]
ABSTRACT OF PLAINTIFF'S WRIT.
Mrs. Agnee Dodge of New Brunswiok,
London'· Intensity.
last
week.
here
relatives
Writ dated July 3, 1905; returnable to the
visited
N. J.,
all
of
most
Intense
London Is the
Supreme Judicial Court at said Parle on the
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Kimball have
Is noisier; there Is second Tuesday of October, 1905. The action Is
been entertaining friends from Newton cities. New York
to enforce a lien on certain buildings erected for
more rattle In Paris; In London alone a
Center the past two weeks.
stage, covered and closed In, and other build-

ings covered

speak

are

lace
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Sunday only
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VALUABLE

the 13th

SOL'TH PARIS FOOT ΟΠΚΙ
7 30 Α. M. to 7 30 F. *.

CHUXCHXS·

Kev. A. K. Bald
1 reaching service·, 10:45 A. M aad
Sunday School ts * ; Υ Ρ S. C E.
*
'« Church prayer ui "lu* on Tuesd«y
no». Arwk- con
at Τ : *> o'c'ock. All,

Ituregadonal Church.

The

ladies

of

the

net

E'work

Congregational

society are requested to meet at Mrs.
?
G. A. Wilson's Wednesday afternoon at
3 o'clock to make arrangements for the
'.nù
Invited.
arc cordUlly
He ν Η. Λ. Clifford Pa*tor. county fair.
\1 i: dM Church,
morning prayer uie* tlog J .JO α Μ.,
-iv
a special meeting of
School
There will
r;v '«crvtcc 10:45 À. M.; Sabbath
β 15 P. M.. Paris
next Saturday, and it is
\i
)■ i,worth League Meeting
Grange
meetMr.».; prayer
:, '-'g ..rayer mcetlug 1class
desired that as many of the members aa
meeting. Friday
cvcnlrg;
ν

?!

be*

.c'iay

\nt T

»

2

|·

..

Kev. J. Wallace Cheebro.
Churcha
>n Sunday preaching service 10*5
·>.3^ f.
Ε
.till School 11*.. VI _®· C.
evening
*
P.
;
Tuesday
or meeting Τ
Allai*
Seats free.
at 7 30.

the fair.

Rev J. Wallace Cheabro of the Baptist
church, who has spent his vacation in
Chester, S. H., returned home the last
of the week, and occupied his polpit on
Mrs. Chesbro has gone to
Sunday.
Adams, Mass., to visit relatives for a
and stone partitions and remodeled the
while.
building for a public library and museThe mission circle of the Baptist
um, retaining the old granite walls and
church will meet at the vestry Tuesday
iron grated windows and doors in their
afternoon at 3 o'clock. Members are
original form, and after tilting it up
requested to bring their contributions with books, book cases and cabinets of
for the missiou barrel, also their mite
valuable minerals, presented it to the
boxes, as there will be a mite box ladies of Paris Hill, giviug it the name
opening.
of Hamlin Memorial Hall, in memory of
Miss Grace M. Stuart has received the a deceased son.
The specimens on exhibition here are
appointment as principal of a special
to which many of them defective on account of
school in Marbleliead, Mass
unsalable
place she goes Wednesday of this week. small Haws which render them
as
Miss Stuart is» graduate of this year but all right for cabinet specimens
Some of
Miss Wheelock's kindergarten showing the color and form.
from
the exhibits here, however, are quite
training school in Boston.
valuable, and these have now been rein
H.
Edward
hear
fail
to
Don't
Frye
moved to safe deposit vaults in a neighhis famous impersonation of the characboring city on account of this attempted
ter of David Ηaruiu, to be given at New

"-.rvice

Church, Kevo J. II. Uttle P^tor
wi !iti'-i-allrtt
10:45 A. M.
service every Sunday at

ι-,

g,.

lav

ltu

School

r.

^

12

Eveulng service,

*-

STATE1> MEKTUiOa.

Regular
So. 94.
K A V M.—l'art* Lodge,
fUlluioon.
··
Tuee lay evening on or before
regular meet\ ... P.—Mount Mica Lodce.
Aurorm
of each
·»

r.'iurd'Uy evoaimr

imi'ment, ilrat aa«l

wye*.

third Monday evening»

No.
K.-Mount Pleaean- Rebekah Lodge,
fourth Fridays of each
j. rn. ι·!·» second and
utii In <>ld Fellow·' Hall.
So. 14S, meet·
\ κ -W. K. Kimball Poet.
of each
an·I third Saturday evenings
ir

a\s

a

K.bMrabkua»eHef

Con»· meet· tt»t
evenings ot each mjnth. In

::!r»l Satur«Uy
orp· Hall.
1 U> Oct1.
,,f 11.—Paris Grange, from May
the
:ir-t and thlnl Saturday ; during
In
in.lerof the year, meet· evory Saturday,
: t

>·

''Jac. —Second

and fourth

Mon«Uy· of

month.
No. lsl,
Κ. < ». 1*.—Stony Brook Lodge,
Wednesday evening·
w ta -econ I and fourth
ο: ai h month.
i'.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every
Kr a evening at Pythian Hall.
Pari·
>1 icrii Woodmen of America.—South
Tuee\.«. Iiti6"7, meet· second and fourtn
I
HalL
ι·%. nlng· In tiohlen Cioea
Arcanum.—ParrU Council. No. 1"-Ι·
and thin! Monday evenings at :30.
ία ti
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Vacation's over?

Only

two

weeks to the fair.

much of the
m-s.lay uiorninK, did you?
;jnÎn't

M
at

(

>s

see

eclipse

K. Chase moved his sU»ck of
week.
t.. Norway the last of the
ν

goods

open the heavy iron door.
carpet in the vestibule.
The people of Paris Hill, both permaAbout fifty persons attended the nent and summer residents, are much
in
the
Methodist church yesterday
excited and indignant over this attempt
The choir was favored with to rob their museum, and firearms and
severe rain.
the aid of Prof. W. S. Night, who is other
weapons of defence and offence are
always welcome. The pastor preached in readiness for the next invader.
i^od.
of
on "True greatness in the sight
Well defined tracks of the burglars
To-night the official board and trustees were found leading toward South Paris
usual
The
meet in the church parlor.
by way of tha "Granny Hill," so called.
Tuesday evening services are now^re- Deputy Sheriff Farrar of South Paris
The
raeeting
sumed.
regular raonthly
was promptly notified and an investigaof the Ladies' Aid society will be held tion started* which is apparently fruitchurcn.
at
the
afternoou
Wednesday
less at this writing.
Sergt. Stiles Won Seventh.
A Reunion of Porters.
er

has
irtcs Buck of Lynchburg, Va.,
te.I his cousin, Mrs. J. A. Record,

a|

few days.

left
he is

W. Austin

wη

ville, where

high school.

Thursday
to

forj

teach the

M;tss.,

Mis. Farrar of Brockton,
and
son, Herbert W. Tapley.
other relatives here.

visiting her

facturers

injured,

On

j

with

a

|

^ere

j

fatally.
running in

seriously

but none

a

^atch ^rgt.

»««„ blm.

J

tain Pens at

$1.50

to

the

them

I

gie
remedy

can be depended upon in the
most severe cases. Even cholera infantum is cured by it. Follow the plain
printed directions and a cure is certain.
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris;
Jones Drug Store, ©xford; Noyes Drug

Store, Norway.

being changed

to

to

life

imprison-

Makes

gr®a^y

inmost; the cough,

relieve the

lungs,

aid expec-

toration, open the secretions and aid
nature in restoring the system to a
have
χ and P. Street Railway and healthy condition. Thousands
It
toLyoo, Ma.»., with W. brother, testified to its superior excellence.
a
cold to
counteracts any tendency of
cents.
25
result in pneumonia. Price,
F. A.
Large size, 50 cents. For sale by
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones

"orli:

Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore,

am

riding

with three

Mason.

on a

seat a

when
strong and is not in the way
and see them.

light,

in

*Ser«t.
j

)

cts. dozen.

QUARTS

HALF-GALLON. .90

cts. dozen.

HALF-GALLON. .$1.30 per dozen.

ÎF.
I

jj
j ||
*

;

A.

*

SnVRTLEFF A

F.

CO.

8HVRTLEFF
8IUHTLEFF

A.

As usual

we

largest

have the

SCHOOL

We

MAINE.

ready with

are

advance

styles in

Men's

FALL^l

CLOTHING
There is character in every suit we
show in Men's Fall Wear. Character
that shows itself in correct stvle, the
thorough workmanship, the elegant
materials, the perfect fit, and the tailor-like hang of them.

f

1

J

and best assortment of

SUPPLIES

Oxford County.
each,
Tablets and Pads, all styles and sizes, ic. to 25c.
each.
to
Composition Books, ic. 25c.
Pencils, ic. to 10c. each.
Ink and
Penholders, Pens, Erasers, Pencil Boxes, Rulers,
OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

I

Square,

PARIS,

SOUTH

to be found in

2 Stores,

Marltot

as

SCHOOL AGAIN.

use.
J }| everything needed for school
PHARMACIES
THE
AT
i ji

j
jj

4l
*

Rings,

Warranted Goods.

βΡΡΡβΡΡΡΒΡΡΡΒΡΡΡΡΒΡΡΡΡΒΒΒΡΒΡΒΡΡΡΡΒΒΒΡΒΒΡΡΡΒΒΒΡΜΡΜΡίι
CO.
CO.
~

$1.10 per dozen.

Rubber

White

Pure

Norway, Maine.

Θ1 Main St.,

Our Prices Are

$ 7.00

! Maine.

Will

$10.00
$15.00

|

Lots

you

some

fill

Alwaj s the Lowest.

Buy a Fair Suit.
Buy a Medium Grade Suit.

Buy a Suit Good Enough for Anyone.
of other prices, but the above prices are to give
Will

idea of what

we

have.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

Store, Paris Hill.

;urni5her,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

Sjj I3S§3S33885S£|§ |

Ladies'

CASTORIA
Tin Kind You Han Always Bought

J

j

I

You

J

can

j

*3j2Sii«33£a

CHAMBERLAIN'S:

get your threshing done

j

CASTORIA

=

Store.

on

PETTICOATS.

skirts are made from the best

adjustable yoke Petticoats. The
lit any size waist from 22
mercerized
of
goods and can be made to
quality
a dress skirt and give a |>erfect
like
fitted
are
skirts
38 to 44 length. These
there are no gathers at the waist.
Especially nice for stout ladies as
$1.35
$1.75 Skirts, one week,

us.

2.25

·«·««·

2.75

2.TS

·«»»»«

8.25

·»

M. H.XJTSTT,

L.

Telephone

136 Main

18-4

Music
Piano lessons

30,

form.

2.00

·««·»«

2..r>0

to

1.50

·«·»··

2.00

A. W. WALKER & SON,

j
posi-1

for One Week

25 McGee

—

i

Specialty

BLACK

International Gasoline Engines

~

-

Special Sale

Threshing !

by hauling your grain to

~

8|£c|^f££el |

70

I

J

^5^2§<-ϊ·5§5

QUARTS

JAMES N. FAVOR, 5Ks\HoUUCKEH

!!

j

SÏ

65

Call

use.

$1.00 per dozen.

PINTS

It is

pleasure.

not

Lightning.

PINTS

dozen.

cts.

Notify

]
Hand is managing the Norway ana Norway.
Mr.
:
Western Railroad matters.
|
II. Clark of Portland, 50 years
Dr H. P. Jones is repairing and en-, Stephen
[>f age, died in the hospital a few days
since as the result of an accident. Al1
city,
though a veteran teamster, he fell oil
of greeting.
1
room.
«
the dump cart which he was driving,
Summer
uni Iiuuou
Of the children of Charles Porter:
IS
AODOll
liosca
luipru«lllg
over him caused
Mrs. Lucy Lufkin, Yarmouth; W. H. »n Whitman Street. He recently pur- and the wheels passing
death.
in
resulted
uv«
»
is
which
Porter
finally
F. A. 8HHBXLEFF * CO.
»isiuuS
Mrs. Rachel
injuries
Mrs Harden οι uoswu
( chased the property of Mrs. Faunce.
F. A. SHURTLEFF A CO.
Tbe following is the score of the Maine Porter, Norway;
Her·
N. Porter, South Paris.
forty-five
events
turtle
several
;C.
mud
daughter, Mrs. Harry Brown. Mr.
The
Norway
Witt,
A
weighing
totals
of
Chamberlain's
effect
only.
team,
!
The laxative
m v.
Of the children of Joanna Porter ' jour.ds was captured by F. II. Cumprincipal of Sanford High School,
were 200, 600, 800 and 1000 yards slow
and Liver Tablets is so agreevisthe last Stomach
his wife and little eon Car!, are also
Mrs. Lucy Woodman, Melrose,
and
Slearne:
Crockett
fire,
near
bridge
500
and
200
rapid
nings
yards
and so natural you can hardly
able
s tire,
Mrs.
is
who
Hersey
South
Paris;
itiu" Mrs. Brown,
Possible individual Mass.; S. Porter Stearns,
c>f the week.
Bears the
two skirmish runs.
realize that it is produced by a mediFor Infants and Children.
sister, and other friend» in the vicinity, total 500, team total 0000:
Mrs. Lydia S. Hammond, Paris; Mrs.
Charles VVyman received a severe cine. These tablets also cure indigesMass.
C.
while at work on a stripper at
N. Y.,
Mary Howe, Medford,
tion. For sale by Shurtleff Λ Co., South
George B. Helmle of Nyack,
! njury
The oldest of these ten is Mrs. Lufkin, j i. Cumminge A Sons' mill Thursday.
Noyes Drug Store, Norway; Jopes
proprietor of the Rockland County
: ;
The
is
66.
the
a
and
to
who is 80,
was
youngest
by pby- Paris; Store,
The injury was attended
Oxford.
J irnal and postmaster at Nyack.
Drug
774
years,
work
be
at
ten
soon
aggregate
call on
ages of the
lician and AVyman will
here Tuesday to make a brief
of
77.4
an
age
average
{ Piano lessons given, Mrs. Pfcrmenter.
1
representing
Forbes. Mr. Helmle and
Aithur E.
lo
there were igain.
A. L. Laferriere went Monday even- Head ad.
years. At the dinner table
*
Mr. Forbes were classmates in St. LawU. Porter. Mrs.
where he is to go into
±i ia^S35i:'-iSS^35 || g with them Mrs. W.
ng to Quebec
rence University, class of So.
Dr.
I Glasses on weekly payments.
Franklin Porter, and Mrs. S. Porter >usiness this winter.
last
of
little
ad.
were a
son of l'armenter.
Read
of
my
Jacob Bennett died Monday
and
IS
though
they
age,
Stearns,
F.
Stevens,
years
IS3SS§x35éS83 j|
Hoy
of the
week at his home on High Street, about
frank H. Stevens, formerly of Norway,
younger, still the avorage age
the village.
was
Mother Gray'· Appeal to Women.
a tuile and a half north of
thirteen who occupied one table
at his home in Holden, Mass., Aug.
lied
was
Mother Gray, a nurse In New York, discovered
in imThe funeral Wednesday afternoon
a little less than 70 years.
fever
originating
from
only
typhoid
drink for womeu'sllls,
!8,
an aromatic pleasant herb
attended bv Rev. U. A. Clifford of the
5 I— »r3f:sèSS«ï·^?" |g
Others from a distance who atteuded ' pure milk. Two of his brothers are ("tiled AI'STK A LI AX-LEAF. It Is the only
in
was
Miss
and
weakInterment
Howe
Methodist church.
the reunion were Arthur
certain monthly regulator. Cures female
1itill ill with the fever.
Bladder and UrinMr.
nesses and Backache, Kidney,
I IS3SSS8U3S533 jS g Clara Howe of Medford, Mass., son and
Norway Pine Grove Cemetery.
20
cts.
mall
or
by
Mrs.
Hon. Joseph 0. Smith of Skowhegan, ary troubles. At all Druggists
Bennett was »J9 years of age, and a native
daughter of Mrs. Mary Howe, and
died Sample FREE. Address, The Mother Gray Co.,
a
Reporter,
<Klitor of the Somerset
§ iâî5âs5;;;S3?? js
Mass.,
daughof
of («reeuwuod. He is survived by
Melrose,
Nellie Osborn
Le Hoy. X. Y.
]Friday morning at his home. Mr. Smith ;
w idow, three sons and a daughter.
?
ter of Mrs. Woodman.
Are Ton Fling Allen'· Foot-Ease
1333338353335 If g
3
social inter· vas one of the most prominent citizens
in
was
a
spent
The
day
known
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ease,
well
It is of interest to a great many peoand
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of old times, if Somerset
It cure· Corns, Bunions, Painful,
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had been in the powder.
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all
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through
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Grand
a s
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FOR SALE. CALL AND SEE THEM
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Blebee and Mlas Myrtle
class of 1S99. After leaving college
Spears was about 44 years resident
man Frost, Mr. LeRoy
22d, aged OS years, 0
of
for two Portland Aug.
a
bruiees and Howard.
Her remains were had been for several years
taught Kittery High School
for
14 days.
sores,
a
months,
As
dressing
Ν.
30, Mr. Harry Chad·
Aug
IL,
In Warner,
Bowdoin Mediwhere he was universally
buried Sweden,
years, and then eutered
Salve is all that can bourne of Rumford Fall· and Miss France· Wl|.
brought to South Woodstock and
leaves a wife burns Chamberlain's
cal School, taking the four years' course ; in the family lot.
and
She leaves one son, respected and liked. He
Warner.
healing
M>n of
be desired. It is soothing
In Roxburv, Aug 23, by C. A. Andrews, Eeq
in three years and graduating in 1904., Alfred D. Bryant of Portland, with I but no children.
a burn
Mlm
in its effect. It allays the pain of
the
ti. Phl'brlck of Andover and
a Mr. Mdnev
For the past year he has been one of
also
is
two
[
and
salve
daughters,
This
had
she
lived,
whom
almost instantly.
Minnie L. McMillan of Iloxbury.
FINDING MONEY.
and
C- B. Benson, Esq.
assistant surgeons in the National Home Mrs. Francis Stevens of Norway and
hands
20,
by
for
In
Sumner,
Aug.
cure
chapped
certain
will J
and Miss Anna £
for Disabled Soldiers at Togue. He
Finding health is like finding money diseases of the skin. Price 25 cents. Mr. Fred Chainimrlaln
Leonard Whitman of South Paris,
can Mrs.
When
both of Sumner.
settle here as soon as hie successor
& Co., South I shuchan.
Ansel Dudley of Paris, —so think those who are sick.
C. B. Beneon, Eeq.
Shurtleff
2,
sale
by
Parle,
For
Sept.
by
North
! also one brother,
In
at the you have a cough, cold, eore throat, or
Lena May Parker
be secured at Togue.
There were five generations living
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Mr. Alby G rover and Miss
act
Parjp;
better
promptly
Paris.
of
were
irritation,
both
present chest
her death, and four
It is worthy of note that two
Ya. Drug Store, Norway.
I time of
like W. C. Barber, of Sandy Level,
At
Paris ladies arrived at their fourscore, at the funeral.
patenta taken through Munn
a terrible cheat trouble,
had
"I
the
He
says:
Wonderful Water World.
iprcial ηotic, without charge, In
Died.
and ten last week. Mrs. S. W. Hewett,
and coal dust on my
Notices.
smoke
Business
caused
30tb.
by
the
in
was 90 years old Wednesday, Aug.
It is interesting to know that
no relief in
for
lungs; but after finding
there are
6
She has been in quite poor health
I was cured by Dr. Province of Ontario, Canada,
remedies,
In Parle, Aug. 28, Jacob Bennett, aged
other
considerA. handsomely Illustrated weekly.
®Jr·®
miles of inland water
See
some time, but has improved
miieiinn of ιητ ectentlflc iooroiL Terro·» !·
New fall caps 25 cents to fl.50.
Discovery for Consumption, over 40,000 square
years
New
M
CumGilbert
Lakes
King's
Marinda
Great
"Aunt"
of the
F.
In West Sumner, Aug. 28, Capt.
foiSr months.it. Sold byall pe-sdwlerj.
exclusive
of
sale
stretches,
ably of late.
Greatest
the new "Bostcnians," yachts, Ac.
and Colds."
10 months, 26 days.
79
Coughs
and
year·,
known,
Small,
nearly
aged
is
universally
Eaton ο
mings, as she
Co.
medicine in the world. and the River St. Lawrence,
In Fryeburg, Aug. 28, Woodman 8.
Freeland H. Noyes
any cough or lung
of Lake Ontario in the Portland,
now lives with her grandson,
Λ Co.'s, Drug Store, all lying north
aged S8 years.
I
about
a good hat buy a Laiuson At F. A. Shurtleff
Mrs. Harrlaoi 1
want
These
district,
If
HighBolster
SO,
the
Ontario."
fliram,
Aug.
in
of
South
you
In
Camming·,
50c and $1.00; "Highlands
90 on «ft Hubbard. It's the cheapest bat in the1 South Paria, West Paria;
as Taylor.
three miles from the village, was
lands embrace the districts known
free.
8peart
bottle
Charles
Henry
Trial
28,
II.
Sweden,
F.
In
Aug.
a team end.
Fall styles now ready.
"Muskoka," "Lake of Bays," "Magane- aged about 44 years.
Friday. Miss Grace Thayer sentthe
■
day, Noyes Co.
In Parts, Aug. 28, Mrs. Eliza J. Burns, age
to bring her to the village for
of Batb, while atealing a tawan River," "Lake Nipissing and the
James
Tracy
re.
M
an French River," "Temagami,"- "Algon- 89 year'.
atruck
was
by
and she spent the afternoon with
ride on a freight train,
In West Paris, Aug. 23, Henry O. Laphau
ATTACKED BY A. MOB
much
and
the
Hewett. The occasion wae very
30 years.
quin Park" and "Kawartha Lakes,"
overhead bridge at Brunawick on
A
in a labor riot, until coveredI
the lines ol ! aged
killed.
beaten,
them.
and
of
both
by
In
reached
directly
Roseburg, Ore., Aug. 31, Maj. Gideon
and
inatantly
all
26th
arc
by
of
enjoyed
Aug.
years.
with sores, a Chicago street car conduct- night leaves a widowed mother and two the Grand Trunk Railway System. , Hastings of Bethol, aged 84Mrs.
Arvllla Bryan 1
andI Tracy
TuesIn Portland, Aug. 22,
Lakes"
It was a reminder of old times
or applied Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
Wooi
Bath.
Speaking of the "Muskoka
widow of Ell Bryant, formerly of ,-outh
Welt,
mounted the was soon sound and welL "I use it inι brothers at
Hall
Rod
in
an
when
Leader
14
day evening
We have a line of Men's Working Shoes,
region the Cleveland revel in wildi stock, aged 98 years, 6 months, days.
ARE YOU ENGAGED?
1," and shouted, : my family," writes G. J. Welch, of Te"Pacific No.
old
Lace Plain Toe, and
headed "Builders
article
Plain
Toe,
!
Congress
in three
steady. I konsha, Mich., "and find it perfect."
now! Steady,
"Down
front,
Engaged people ahould remember, of Muskoka," being a report by theii
r
t any
Toe.
Give it to her!" But there wasn
Simply great for cuts and burns. Only that, after marriage, many quarrels can special staff representative of an outin;
Creedmoor
firea
was only
'
125c. at F. A. Shurtleff 6 Co'·., drug be avoided, by keeping their digeationa which the members of the Builders
property burning up, it
had
Bittera.
men's drill. A fter the firemen had
of that city to the number ol
store, South Paris, West Paris.
in good condition with Electric
Exchange
tub
band
a little drill on hose work, the
A. Brown, of Bennettaville, S. C., 200 enjoyed in this lakeland territory
ι S.
test it and make
was limbered up to
The seven-year-old child of Napoleot says: "For years, my wife suffered in- says:—"A hundred Chatauquaa rollec
two
winsecond
condition,
a
story
of
sure it was in working
Clontier fell out
from dyspepsia, complicated into one summer resort region woulc
andj tensely
her
worth it. Ask to see them.
and they are
lines of hose were run up Pleasant dow at Lewiston on the 25th ult.,
Freeh meats of all kinds constantly ο a
with a torpid liver, until ahe lost
not compare with the "Ontario High
from
tub
the
next
pumping
died the
day.
and vigor, and became a mere lands." Summer cottages and hotels band.
Street, one from
strength
other
ahe
the reservoir in the Squaw, the
and hundreds of sail boats
wreck oU her former aelf. Then
; pretty oamps
brakes
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty
from a hydrant. Then with the
GOT OFF CHEAP.
tried Electric Bittera, which helped her and canoes passed in panorama as tb<
made
heikentlrely
score
Freeh fish arrives every Monday afte >
of!
full of regulars and volunteers, streams
and
steamed
finally
past
at once,
steamer 'Medora'
He may well think, he has got
»i «i
and
healthy."
1
now
la
were thrown from the two nozzles,
She
islands."
contracted
well.
noon and Thursday morning.
strong
of enchanting
tbiο i cheap, who, after having
abhβ F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., druggists, South I ▲ copy of a handsomely Illustrate*
by side. The hydrant stream had
Am shipping live stock every, weel •
constipation or indigestion, is still
and
th
sells
gnaranteei
better nozzle and wae the bettor lookingζ
West
Paris;
health.
his
Nothinf
S
portraying
restore
Paris,
publication
to
β
perfectly
declare
of the two, but the old-timers
territor; and paying full market price.
Dr. King's New Lift® them, at 50o a bottle.
F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
; attractions of this magnificent
r will do this bqt
ti
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
Q
that the old Pacific threw water highei
oertaii
and
to
free
sent
applying
anyone
will be
A quick, pleasant,
Pilla.
rand
the
by
pressed J.
etc
Clothing cleaned, repaired
and farther than it went from
Quinlan, District Passenger Agent
Telephone 11B-8.
tn<e cure for headache, constipation,
In first-class manner. Let us fix up yoni Bonaventure Station, Montreal.
MARKET SQUARE, SOUTH PABII *·
drant. At any rate, we know
25c at F. A. Shurtleff à Co.'s, drag store»,
>f
o.
Co.
case
H.
in
F.
(
Noyes
engine is all right lor use
West Paris. GuaranteedI. old olo'hing.
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FRUIT JAR PRICES.

Strayed.

people

Bolster &, Co.

Dayton

N.

$6.00.

selling for $1.00

NORWAY,

SOUTH: PARIS.

Pharmacist.

Knight
yearling

$3.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

this

and

The Third Person Seat

plaint, but by the use of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhwa Remedy wo
brought him out all right," says MagHickox, of Midland, Mich. This

CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REMEDY
ACTS ON NATURE'S PLAN.
The most successful medicines are
those that aid nature. Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. Take g
it when you have a cold and it will allay

__

J!'} io

we

He sells Parker Foun-

P. S.

Bedford

COME IN AND SEE WHAT SHAPE LOOKS BEST ON YOU.

ink,

etc.

buy

Derby $2.25.

have them in colors if you choose. Lamson & Hubbard
Boston Tourist $2.25. Many other shapes $1.25, $1.50, $2.
but

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

8. C. 8TROUT,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of libel and order of court thereon.
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

years old he
of bowel com-

ment, has juat been pardoned and set
free as the result of a death-bed confession of the real murderer which shows
Franklin to have been wholly innocent.
Πο was born in this state in 1840, went
South as a boy and served in the Confederate army.

j
he
won the "Hale" match at 1000 yards,
a silver trophy and $15, and wassecon l
in the O'Keefe match.
Sergt. btues is
!
the only Maine mau who won anything
®
atbea
Girt, although the Maine team
was ooe of the best.
ι·
Rev. S. G. Davis of the Umversalist
rhurch returned from his trip to England and Wales Monday. He is
in health and speaks
'

BROOKS—The

We have

In Soft Hats, Black Leads

*

then In our said Court appear
If any he have, why the prayer of said Libellant
not be granted.

was two

later

yar<^s

topped
ρ1Γπ'
Α,θ

is at

)
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation.
August 30, A. D. 1905. j
Upon the Foreuotnq Libel, ORDERED,
That the Libellant give notice to the said
our
Libellée, to appear before the Justice of
holden at Paris,
Supreme Judicial Court, to be
the
on
of
Oxford,
within and for the County
by
second Tueedav of October, A. D. 1905, and
libel
said
of
pnbllshlng an attested copy
In
this order thereon, three weeks successively In
'the OxfonI Democrat, a newspaper printed
the first publiof
Oxford,
our
In
County
Paris,
cation to be 30 days at least prlur to said second
there and
Tuesday of Oct., 1905, that heandmay
snow cause,

to

Boston
Lamson & Hubbard Derbys $3.
Other Brands $1.50 and $2.

|

Match. Slow
200, 300,
J yards; rapid fire at ^OO and
000
At the close oi
runs.
and two skirmish
the rapid fire stage of the
(
Stilus
was third man, but lack of pra

J

place

to

point

Derby $2.

eight
pigs

was

firinS

Monday,

Indications

sets.

Pigs

A native of Maine, Charles II. Frank-

inTheAlmish

rolls and flat

A Stiff Hat Season.

tablets, pens,

citi- should

be hanged for
sentenced
lin, who
·& M'es1
his sentence
500 and murder in Georgia, in 1SS0,
fire at

J
flee

ready
you.

Vacation over, your
children will need

pencils,

Our new style· are
a question that ought to interest you.
for your inspection and we would like very much to show them to
The tendency of all hats is to a higher crown and the brims half

This is

SUPPLIES.

yearling

j

j

Wear This Fall?

SCHOOL

DeWttPs Γ,ίϊ Salve

Tues

^

1

What Kind of a Hat Will You

Mr. Eaton was
out with his automobile, when it ran
He backed it up
over a low sand bank.
into the road, stopped it and stepped
From the
pasture, a fullout, and died almost instantly. The
Sore·.
Holstein bull and
Burns»
For
PHot·
blooded
cause of death was heart failure, probHolstein heifer.
ably induced by over-exertion. Mr.
NOTICE.
Eaton had been in railroad business unthat he J
N.
PORTER, South Paris.
H.
notice
gives
since.
subscriber
h-reby
The
til his retirement a few years
will
has been duly appointed executor of the last
club
and
Mason
He was a prominent
|
and testament of
man.
LOT L. HARMON, late of Canton.
for Sale.
and given ;
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
old
bonds as the law directs. All persons having {
two months
or
WAS A VERY SICK BOY.
Six
demands against the estate of said deceased jI
for
settlement,
same
the
to
are desired
present
for sale.
make j Chester
and all Indebted thereto are requested to
1JUT CURED BY CHAMRERLAIN'S COLIC,
H. M. BERRY, South Paris.
payment Immediately.GEORGE II. HARMON.
Aug. 15ih, 1905.
CHOLKRA AND DIARR1KEA REMEDY.

my boy
j had"When
a very severe atttack

A family reunion of considerable
interest was held Thursday at the home
of S. Porter Stearns in South Paris.
Although a few other relatives were
of
present, making the whole number
the party twenty-three, it was strictly a
meeting of the children of John Porter,
Charles Porter, and Joanna Porter
Stearns. Of the eleven children of these
Porters now living, ten were present in
send a teleperson, and the eleventh
gram of greeting.
Porter and Charles Porter,
John
brothers, came to Paris in 1S15, and
settled on a farm in what later became
the Porter school district. Their sister,
who later married
Joanna Porter,
William Stearns, came here the next
of these three
year. The descendants
immeare numerous, not only in this
diate section, but in many other parts of
the country. They have been sober,
industrious, useful people, and no one of
them has ever got into jail or been a
of a penny.
pauper to the extent
Those present at this reunion were:
Of the children of John Porter: Mrs.
Harriet Millett, Norway; Franklin PorParis. lion.
Joseph Porter of
ter,
Oshkosh, Wis., a former mayor of that
the only absentee, sent a telegram

into

Fryeburg last Monday.

intend to be gone about two months.
Hattie C. Oxnard will attend the
Farmington Normal School this fall.
Ε Ε. Andrews left for the West bat-,
urday evening for more hor8e8·
|
s
In a letter from the state team
Girt is the following concerning bergt. |j
Mo see Ρ Stile,: "At th. «lo.e of»
days' shoot yesterday, among 6·>7 com
petitors, the very best shots iron. the
e
army, navy, West Point Annapol
Hawaii and Porto Rico, Sergt. btues

new

who
The family of Thomas S. Barnes,
for several
have beeu at Peak's Islam!
weeks, returned home on Friday.
I
Mrs. E. W. Pierce and daughter Alice ΟΟΟΙ» KHOOTISO AT SKA GIBT.—MAINE
of several
re· ίrued Friday from a visit
IS S Ε VEST Κ Κ NTH POSITION.
ks to Mn. Pierce's childhood home
in Canton. Ν. ^.
The ureat ritle match at Sea Girt, N.
in the
Jliss Florence Jewett, assistant
J. closed on Friday after contests exthe
Paris
! .Ji school, returned to South
So large
over a week of time.
She has spent the tending
last of the week.
were the entries, both in the
summer at her home in Denmark.
aud team matches, thai it took several
taken
The street railroad people have
days more than the schedule time to
walk from complete the shoot.
ii j the remains of the plank
While the Maine team, in which there
the street to the Grand Trunk station,
will is so much interest in this sectiou, was
which was badly gone to pieces, and
not amoug the winners, it made a very
lay a new one.
at the finish
and creditable showing, standing
Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Park. Mr.
iield of entnes,
ί seventeenth in a large
Mrs. H. A. Hilton, and Misses Carrie with a score of 4028 against 4.)2S for the
I
Hall and Ilattie Burnell are camping \ew York team, winner of hrst place.
which
f,>p few days at Songo Pond, to
In the individual match, open to the
were
place they went Thursday morning.
whole country, in which
unwel- about 050 entries, Sergt. M. 1 StUes oi
Sunday's rain storm was not
now
pretty Norway stood in seventh place with a
come, though the crops are
It score of 405, against a score of 4o0 by
well past any danger from drought.
There.were
blessing in the winner of the match.
w is certainly au unmixed
thiat of
those parts of the state where forest only five scores better than,
One man was tied with
Seriit. Stiles.
tires are raging.
sixth place by
corn him, but took
Although work was begun in the
match extend*
weather of rank. This individual
cool
the
on
Tuesday,
factory
over several days and through all sorts
corn
the past two weeks has brought the
little is yet
a!·«nu so slowlv that but very
Stiles received a silver badge
could be
ready, and only a little work
and *40 in money.
done" during the week.

four

a

tho Municipal
^John^Currier and beforethe
c08t8

paid

them

Woodman S. Eaton,
prominent
zen of Portland, died very suddenly in

Alice M. Russell enjoyed her
vacation with her parents at North

Court Monday

putting

serious.

tKM:i88

conviction for intoxication.

fast

The eastbound express was
two sections, and in the darkness and a
thick fog the rear section crashed into
the other, demolishing one car. It was
fortunate that the accident was not more

JjT®^» rw.a"

was

are

marketable shape.
In a rear end collision on the Maine
Central at South Gardiner early Saturday morning about twenty people were

signÏÏtFosters barter

Weii-

Maud Douglass visited relatives
a few days last week.

anton

Lowell of the Augusta hospital
to Augusta Thursday after a
week's visit with her Norway friends.
Louis Β Wilson of Hartford, Conn
is at work with the engineers on the
Norway and Western Railroad. Mr.
Wilson was associated with his brother,
Fred Wilson, on this road in 1807.
C. C. Warren, Esq., of
in town on Wednesday with his friend·.
Eugene N. Swett and family returned
this week from their Old Orchard vaca-

robbery.
day George H. Robertson was adjudged
Hall, South Paris, Thursday evening,
The night selected for the break was not
guilty of intoxication and disturbSept. 7th, under the auspices of the dark and
for
rainy, in fact an ideal night
ance of the peace and was discharged.
Seneca Club. All proceeds to go for the a
burglary, and the method employed On Wednesday the court found Alvin
benefit of the public reading room.
was that of an amateur rather than a Scribner
guilty of intoxication and gave
no
It is now expected that the repairs on professional. No drilling was done,
him a sentence of 30 days in jail. It is
around
cracks
the
but
were
used,
the Congregational church will be com- bars
reported that there is a suspended sensoap or wax tence of
pleted so that services can be resumed the door were filled with
sixty days now
the
of
lock
the
around
built
have
dam
a
and
The repairs which
next Sunday.
which
into
material
lntluae
nitroglycerine
same
vacation
been made during the
shop. They are
Two explonew furnaces, a steel ceiling in the audi- was turned and exploded.
in blowing
A. Baker left j
ence room of the church, and the entire sions were made, resulting
over the lock and
with the Bowler party Tuesday night for
redecorating of the interior of the audi- off a heavy steel strap
but failing to the Lewis and Clark
ence room, vestry, and vestibule togeth- injuring the lock itself,
exposition, rhey

_

!.

daMary
returned

BLUE 8TORE8.

rels in good condition
Two heads.
GEO H. CROSS CO.,
St. Johnsbury, Vt

VeEdith

Final
ments will be made for the exhibit at

possible shall be present.

e'!'-v ttt
;;;

r.
^

abundant^

...

-,

addj»'°n

TOURMALINES.

OXFORD, M.
To the Hon. J α» tire of the Supreme Judicial
for
Court next to be holden at Parla, within and
the County of Oxford, on the second Tuesday
of October, A. D. 1909.
Respectfully represents, Eisa Κ. Cummings
maidof Parla, In the County of Oxford, that her
that she
en name waa Blaa Kustaana Mikkonen,
then
waa lawfully married to Tom Camming·,
Kusof said Parle, under only the name of Alar
A- D.
tano Mikkonen on the 29th day of May,
Oxford
1903, at West Paris. In Paris, In said
and
County; that the ν lived together as husband
wife, at said Paris, uctll the fourth day of June,
el·
had
she
that
ran
ho
when
away;
A. D. 1903,
re·
ways been true and faithful but be, wholly
she lived
gardless of bis vows, during the time confirmed
With him waa guilty of grosa and
habita of Intoxication and of cruel and abusive
treatment, alao being able to labor and provide
for her he groaaly, wantonly and cruelly neglectmaintenance for her;
I ed to provide suitable
to
th-t the residence of the libelle la not known
be ascertained by rea.
cannot
and
libellant
your
sonable diligence.
Wherefore *he prays right and Justice and that
the bonds of matrimony existing between her
dissolved accord[ and her sr.Id husband may be and
cases made
provided.
I Ing to law In such
15th
day of Auaru-t, A. D.
Dated at Parla, this
EL8A K. CUMMINGS.
11905.

will greatly enlarge and render more
Fire at Turner Sunday afternoot
convenient the hotel office. I. N. Small
destroyed the woolen mill of Francis T,
Very early Thursday morning the peo- is doing the work.
Faulkner and several other buildings,
ple of Paris Hill were awakened by an
The curbing for the new brick sideFaulkner went into the burnine
explosion, an investigation of which walk on Cottage Street in frontof the Mr.
after valuable papers, anc
proved it to be an attempt to blow off Baptist church, Mrs. Ames and C. N. buildingsin the dames.
perished
the entrance door of the Hamlin Memo- Tubbe'
this
been
has
placed
property,
rial Hall for the purpose of getting the
Fred, the eleven-year-old son of Ε. H.
valuable tourmalines and other gem· on
Cole of Turner, did not reach home
Road Commissioner Wood has
made
exhibition in the cabinets.
and repaired the walk in front of the Tuesday evening and a search was
The building is well known to many
for the young man by a party of fifty,
as the old stone jail that did service as
commenced at the Webb corn lie was finally found in the woods, where
the penal institution of Oxford County
The corn comes In in be bad fallen unconscious as the result
on Monday.
shop
from 1822 until 1895 when the new excellent condition and promises to be of weakness from a sudden spell of
South
at
erected
were
sickness.
county buildings
This is not the flrst attempt to
Paris.
^ L H Cu8hman enterin
Theodore Giton was arraigned
break the entrance to this building, sev- tained a
party at whist Tuesday evenat Boothbay Harbor Wednesday
eral former attempts having been made ing at their home on Marston Street. court
charged with assault with a dangerous
in past years from the inside, and some A most
delightful evening was tho j weapon on Charles Rich. Both men are
of them more successful than the one of
lobster catchers. The alleged assault
STATE OF MAINE.
last week ; this one is unique in that the
M. Smith of the James Smith was committed with a knife. Rich is in
in
the
outside
from
to
88.
August 18th, 1905.
tried
get
for
parties
shoe store started Monday
Presque
is held to OXFORD,
Oiton
and
condition
bad
Persona ly appeared the above named Eisa Κ.
instead of the reverse situation as in Isle to visit her brother, J. Orin Smith,
await the outcome of hie injuries.
Cummhigs and ir*.de oath that the statement
former years.
relative to reeldence of eatd libellée le true and
After the removal of the county seat
The tie-up of the sardine business at that It cannot be ascertained by reasonable
Dr. A. C. Hamlin of Bangor purchased Yarmouth with friends Sunday. On Eastport due to a refusal on the part of diligence.
Before me,
to packers at $4
the old jail from the Cummings heirs,
C. Β BENSON,
Monday they left for Union and Warren weir owners to sell fish
who had title to the county buildings to attend the
Justice of the Peace.
the hogshead, has been broken. The
"union
family
in
the
clause
of,
the
a
reversion
and
here through
packers
Hills. Mr. and Mrs. Hills will *®turn fishermen surrendered
deed of the real estate by the original to their home on Wednesday or Thurs- are buying the fish at the old price. (seal.)
Statk of Maire.
Fish are more plentiful and the manu- Oxford, 88.
grantor. Dr. Hamlin removed the roof

Walter Pulsifer of Abington, Maw.,
who formerly lived here, is visiting hu
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram 1 ulsifer. He is now studying medicine.

Hou»:

fchh,®

A slight earthquake shock was felt ii
southwestern Maine Wednesday after

°°
the Elm House by the
southeast corner of the hotel. This noon.

MEMORIAL HALL· AND SECURE

The first meeting of the Universalis!
Good Cheer Society will be held at Gooi

Wednesday,

Capt. W. W. Whltmarsh ie improving

For Sale.
500 empty flour bar

STATE OF MAINE.

Maine New· Notes.

NORWAY.

at Paris Hill.

attempt made to blow open hamlis

It was the Widow Cullum's mortgagi
Y°u
we were talking about last week.
can learn all about it at New Hall, Sept.
Ttb, for twenty-five cents.

(.UllT. 8eil.UTf
Sun'Uy 0nlT

SumUy» Included).

Auburn Cotton oi Boston ia a gueat oi
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiraa
Pu lei fer.

Cheer Hall on

SOUTH ΡΑΚΙβ
Α. Μ..
Ρ· *·

Burglary

Believe it will rain all the rest oi thi
this month, do you?

Sundays

given day

or

St., Norway

Teacher.

evening.

Reasonable

rates.

Mrs. Parmenter, Piano Instructor.

RflUirht

Write

or

leave order at Dr. Parmenter's

Optical

Oflice, Norway.

Most Housekeepers UseA

j
j

LIKË'

Glenwood
You Would

If You KnewAbout It

OKtofE^-

South!

Scientific American.

j

Your Old JRanye taken in> Exc/vU7UJ0
I.W.SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

fSitfÎ

tmiSETSteS#

J*ho

~~

ALL STYLES

MEN'S GOODYEAR WELT

guaranteed.

WW

SHOES $2.25.

■

GLASSES

Goodyear

I

Meat Market

styles.
Cap

THE PRICE IS $2.25
surely

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

J

IN OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

descriptive

T. THayer,

emergency.

South Paria,

yr

NORWAY, MAINE

OF

On

Easy Weekly Payments

DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER, Eye Specialist.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Many
▲11 glasses made according to Prescription.
work.
TESTED FKEE. All kinds of Optical repair
EYES
testimonials.
living
me about your
Consult
15
years experience.
I MAKE OPTICS A SPECIALTY*.
""

DR. PARMENTER, GRADUATE OPTICIAN,

(y Next Door

to

Hobbs'

Variety Store, Norway,

Maine.

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

Could n'i Lift Ten Pounds.

Wool Carpets
patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Sts.,

Corner Main and Danforth

MAINE.

NORWAY,

e. W. ( BAVDI.CK,

Builders' Finish!
of any

1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Oulalde work, send In your order*. Pine Lum
L*r and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard

Wood Floor Board» for sale.

CHWDI.KK,

W.

E.

Main·

We»» Sumner

Plumbing and Heating.

Jobbing promptly
Telephone connection.

attended

to.

charge

No

for team.

Ij. M. Longloy,

Maine.

Norway,

Tedder for Sale.

Hay

Osborne tedder,

new

last year and

very little used.
J. A. NOYES, South Paris.

Siok kidneys cause a weak, lame or
aching back, and a weak back makes
Can't be well and strong
a weak man.
until the kidneys are cured- Treat them
Here'» the
Doan's Kidney Pills.
testimony of one man cured.
J. B. Corton,
farmer and lumberman, of
with

Deppe, N. 01,
says "I suffer-

for
ed
years
with my back.
It was so bad
I could
that

not
walk any
nor
distance
in
ride
even
I
easy buggy.
J. B. corton.
do not believe
I could have raised ten pounds of weight
from the ground, the pain was so severe.
This was my condition when I began using Doan's Kidney Pills. They quickly
relieved me aud now I am never troubled
as I was.
My back is strong and I can
walk or ride a long distance and feel just
as strong as I did twenty-five years ago.
I think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills
that I have given a supply of the remedy
to some of my neighbors and they have

also found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that
will be of any service to you, or to any
one suffering from kidney trouble, you
are at liberty to do so."
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Corton will be
mailed on application to any part of the
Address Foster-Milburn
United States.
Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y. Sold by all dealers;
price, lut y cents per box.

Pianos.

I am still at the Andrews House,
South Paris, and selling the finest pianos
and organs, new and second hand, at the
I sell for
lowest prices ever offered.
Write for
cash or on easy payments.
I have the best self
list of bargains.
player for pianos in the world, don't fail
to hear it.
LOT S. EYSTER, South Paris, Maine,
or 211 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Academy

Hebron

we

INCREASED

Kodol Digests What You Eat

Boctea only. Jl .00 Size h:ki1nr 2H times the trial
stz·. which sells for 50 cents.
Prepared by t O. QeWlTT A OO.. OHIOAQO.
Sold

Easier Sleamsl Company.
Portland Division.
Furo

Superb

$1.28.

Nasal

GATARRH
sh

its stares there
>t.,i be cleanliness.

In all

Cnaak Kal.u is placed Into the nostrils, spreads

iuc

the membrane and is absorbed. Relief 1· faaand a cure follows. It is not drying—doe·
produce uweelng. Large Size, 50 eents at Dru^-

not

: utc

giit-ι or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail
LLY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street. New York

new

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Commencing June 11th, from Portland
at 8 P. m., and from Boston at 7 P. m.

Mats, Mirrors

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

LISCOMB',

Agent,

Wharf, Portland, Me.

Franklin

Mouldings st'lL

&

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and Geoeral Manager, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Austin

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Tenney,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Oculist,

will be at Elm

Tuesday, Aug. 1st,
of each following

House, Norway,
and ist
month.

bears, 10:30 A. M. to 4
Eyes Examined free.

Nichols St..

Tuesday

Office

PEELED PULPWOOD.

F. A. & J. A. Greene
SPECIALISTS
in the Treatment and Cure

and
any

of

Diseases.
Place,

B0«r02V, MASfS.

Long established and successful practice. Prove·! professional skill ami ability. Expert ami honest treatment. High
standard of medicines. Reasonable and
fair chantes. Advice at office or by mall
absolutely free.
AU patients who call or write receive
personal attention. Dr. Greene Is tbo
well known Medical Lecturer ami proof the great family medicine, l>r.
Ireene's Nervur* Blood and Serve Bern

Ïrletor
*

Booklet, descriptive of l>r. Greene's
methods, remedies and treatment, will be
mailed free upon application.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby ({Ives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
DELIA LONUSTAKF, late of Ruiuford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settleare desired to present the same
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
MARGARET 9HERRIEKS.
JOBS P. SWASEV, Agent.
Aug. 13th, ISU5.

Wo want to

You

mal.

Unite, by

a

vowel, equal value and a
a wall or rampart.

darling and make
No.

ifill.-Qalaram.

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο
ο

ο

ο

ο

ο
ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

ο

ο

ο

Across: 1. Lazy. 2. To touch gently.
5.
4. Chance.
S. Armoriai ensigns.
Short sleeps.
I«ower left hand letter is in country.
Diagonals: Beginning at the middle

letter and reading downexclamation.
Begluulng at
the upper left hand letter, a narrow
piece of leather. Beginning at the second upper letter, lights. Beginning at
hand

left

ward.

au

e + β.
the third upper letter, to open
Right hand upper letter, iu water.
No. XS2.-llloitratrU Zlirsag.

Ε. H. PIKE,

WEST PARIS,

MAINE.

FOR SALE.

make

uavment

Immediate!*.
MOSES M. COOLIDUE.

Aug 15th. 1908.

spin

yam about

In 1S98 the U. S.
ten years and has stool the test.
Government used a large aim unt of it in Cuba; four
years later, it having proved so satisfactory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
they are still using it. The sales of Paroid now are
well up to 400 carloads a year or approximately
20,000,000 feet.
We have handled Paroid for about three years
and have sold nearly ιοο,οοο feet and the sale is

LOVE'S DISAPPOINTMENT; OB,
SHE KNOW?
(Chicago-Tribune.)

They were taking

a

Sunday

ticipate.

She was average height, wore a stunning gown, and might be classified as a
comely blonde.
Their line of march lay along a peace-

ful street in a south suburb. Ahead of
them was a long,· dark subway where
the street ran under the elevated tracks
of two or more of the great trunk lines

railway

"What is your
asked the teacher.

name,

little boy?"

"Johnny Lemon," answered

the

boy.

And it was so recorded on the roll.

once

big boy.

Which

was

duly entered.
CHAPTER

III.

"Your name, sir?" said

dignitary.

Littk

the college
it

"J. Dennison Lemon," responded the
man, who was about to enroll
imeelf as a student.
Inscribed in accordance therewith.

Îoung

CHAPTER IV.

the

"May I ask your name?" queried
society notes contributor to the Daily
Bread.

Polks

Blaebeai-4.
the original Bluebeard?"
fcsks a writer in tbe London Chronicle.
He continues: "We owe tbe familiar
Bluebeard of the pantomime ta Charles

"Who

For

HOW THE STORK DIS
SOLVED PARTNERSHIP

afternoon

walk—he and she.
He was tall and broad shouldered.
Also strong armed—but let ufe not an-

of

Λ» ΛθΙη>*Ι Story

HOW DID

CHAPTER II.
and very
"What is your name?" the schoolmaslightly with the rolling pin and cut out
with a glass. If this rule is followed the ter inquired.
biscuits will melt in the mouth like
"John Dennis Lemon," replied the

floured board and press

A little ammonia, used daily, on brass
faucets and tubing will keep them shining always, and it takes but a few moments to do any number of them.

Professor Slangley

was a

great

[Each answer names
ple: A eousouaut aud
swer-Trout.]
1.
2.
3.
•4.

nity.

u

a

llsli. ExamAndefeat.

of distance.
auclent weapon.
Τ wo-thirds of a phautom.
A prououu aud au emblem of eterA measure
Au

δ. l'art of the foot.
β. A eonsouant and part of a wheel.
7. A consonant and to dissolve.
8. A farm animal, a consonant and

part of a drum.
U. A girl's toy aud part of a fish.
10. Au apparatus for iilumiuuting
aud what it throws out.
11. Used for polishiug silver.

An Expert.
Rural Itube—Be you the good roads
expert that was comiug up to give us
fellers a lecture?
Circuit Preacher—Well, yes; 1 suppose you could call me that. My calling is to poiut out the straight and narrow

path.

A Keallattc Yell.

"Is that John givln' the college yell
Inside?" "That ain't the college yell;
the old man's tlailiu' him out with a
hickory, au' he's givln' the hoiue yell."
—Atlanta Constitution.
Key to the Pansier.
No. 208.—Prefix Puzzle: File, defile;
vlaim. declaim; cipher, decipher^ port

deport
No. 200.—Hidden Title Puzzle; Mikado.
Mouse, Ink, kite, apple, dog, os-

rine. Maine.
No. 213.—'Transpositions: Plane, panel. Remit, merit. Molar, tuoral. Saber,
bears. Fiber, brief.
No. 214.—Changed Heads: Bat, cat,
mat. hat. Nat, Pat, rat, sat, fat, vat
No. 21ύ.—Curtailments: Canto, cant,

7. E.
No.

Flamingo.

night?"

Rheumatism, gout, backache, acid
poison, are results of kidney trouble.

Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea goes
directly to the seat of the disease and
35 cents. F.
cures where all else fails.
▲. Shurtleff Λ Co. ; Orin Stevens.

McFlub—"Your wife

seems

to

be

Thick loaves of cake are seldom seen
now, but if you have one cut it in slices
three-fourths of an inch thick and divide
once or twice, according to the width of
the slice. Cut loaves of medium thickness into pieces as broad as the cake is
thick and divide them at once.
Very thin sheets of cake may be cut in
rectangular pieces twice as broad as the
cake is thick; or into cubes, triangles or
other fancy shapes. Small pieces are
more desirable than those of larger size.
Layer cakes and those with soft frosting
should have a cake knife to aid in removing the portions, and many varieties
need to be eaten with a fork rather than
with the fingers.

....

"Several years since my lungs were so
badly affected that I bad many hemorrhages," writes A. M. Ake of Wood,
Ind. "I took treatment with several

without any benefit. I then
Rtarted to take Foley's Honey and Tar
and my lungs are now as sound as a bullet. I recommend it in advanced stages
of lung trouble.'1 F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

physicians

Remarriageable. Mrs. Dearborn—And
has he any marriageable daughters?
Mrs. Wabash—Not just now, but he
expects to have two next week; there
seems to be no doubt about their getting
their divorces!
FEET SWOLLEN TO

IMMENSE^SIZE.

kidney trouble so bad that I
work," eays J. J. Cox of ValThe readers who have an old-fashionwere swollen to
ed black walnut dining table, which has ley View, Ky., "ray feet
to my
been replaced by one more up-to-date, immense size and I was confined
and physicians were unable to give
may be pleased to learn of a way to use bed
me any relief.
My doctor Anally prethe extra leaves.
which
I sent four to a good carpenter, and scribed Foley's Kidney Cure
F. A. Shurthad made, for $1.50, a magazine stand, made a well man of me."

useful as well as ornamental, which
could not be duplicated in the stores for
$10. The sides which were left, the
length and width of the leaves, were 18
inches apart £t the bottom, and grew
gradually nearer till they were only 8
inches apart at the top. I had four
shelves, the bottom one 3 inches from
the door, and 18 inches wide, and the
top, which I use for a vase, made 9
inches wide and 4 inches from the top of
the sides. All the shelves were left the
original depth of the leaves.

"I had
could not

leff A Co.

"Pa, what's an entente cordiale?"
"That'e a polite way çf referring to it
when a couple of fellows who haven't
been the best of friends decide to let bya
gones be bygones and step in and have

drink

on

it."

Important to Mothers.

x

Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a aafe and rare remedy for Infant· and children,
and see that It

SWEEPING CARPETS.

For woolen or tapestry, first remove
everything you can from the room; then In Use For Over SO Tears.
throw around Indian or corn meal (not
The Kind Toe Bave Always Bought.
bolted) leaving it on about five minutes;
then sweep off. This is much better
Friend—What's that big box on the
than salt or wet tea leaves, as it leaves
front of your machine?
the carpet dry and clear.
Automobilist—That's a camera for
For straw matting to a half pail of
You see, I go
warm water add one tablespoonful of taking moving pictures.
table salt and wash up briskly. This is so fast I don't have time to look at the
it as I go
very good as it does not injure the straw. scenery, and so I photograph

along.

to bed hungry—not DOCTORS COULD NOT HELP HER.
but after diversions
"I had kidney trouble for years,"
that have used up the food eaten at the
writes Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shelton,
last meal. Hearty meals before retiring
"and the doctors could not help
be recommended, though Wash.,
are not to
I tried Foley's Kidney Cure, and
me.
some eat them without distressing rethe very first dose gave me relief and I
sults.
I cannot say too much
am now cured.
warm
a
But there are light things, like
for Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. Shurtdrink of beef tea, malted milk, or cow's
leff & Co.
milk, or even hot water, and light nourishing biscuits, which will quiet those
I didn't
She—You are depressed.
clamorous little mouths in the lining of
know you cared so much for your uncle.
the stomach and draw down the blood
He—I didn't; but I was the means of
from the head.
him in an insane asylum the last
Don't eat in haste or without appetite, keeping
of his life, and now that he has left
because no good results from such a year
me all his money I've got to prove that
course and the harm may not be far off.
he was of sound mind.
and
masticated
One mouthful properly
leisurely swallowed is worth a plateful A NEW JERSEY EDITOR'S TESTIof bolted food, and if you have but one
MONIAL.
minute for a meal spend it upon one
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Philipsmorsel of food. Milk sipped is digestible but when hastily swallowed taxes burg, N. J., Daily Post, writes: "I have
the stomach more severely than do many used many kinds of medicines for coughs
and colds in my family but never anysolid foods.
thing so good as Foley's Honey and Tar.
I cannot say too much in praise of it."
Dave ready while frying doughnuts or F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
crullers two Irish potatoes peeled and
cut in bits. While drying drop a piece
Ready Made. Miss Glade—Why did
This keeps you choose a bald headed man for your
now and then into the pot.
the lard perfectly clear. Take the bite eecond husband?
Mrs. Blade—Because my first husband
of potato out as they become brown.
always insisted that I worried him bald
headed, and this time I wanted to escape
One pound chopped beef, 1 onion, 1 being blamed.
tablespoon of fiour and 2 cups hot water.
Good advice to women. If you want a
Put a little dripping in saucepan, cut
onion very fine, lightly brown it, add beautiful complexion, clear skin, bright
meat, stir so it will broton well; then add eyes, red lips, good health, take Hollisflour, season to taste, and last add water ter'e Rocky Mountain Tea. There is
slowly, stirring all well together. Let nothing like it. 35 cents, Tea or TabA. Shurtleff Λ Co.; Orin
simmer for thirty minutes. This is nice lets. F.
Steven·.
eaten with mashed potatoes.

Many

women

go

knowingly, perhaps,

quite industrious."
Sleeth—"Yon, bet your life she 1s.
She's busy fvon morning mtil night
Nasturtiums, says an authority, grow
hunting up odd jobs about the house beautifully in water.
Fill hyacinth
for me to do."
glasses with slips, putting a few pieces
of charcoal in the bottom of the glass,
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the diswater.
Place the
eased kidneys sound bo they will elimi- and pour in fresh
in a light window, not necessarily
nate the poisons from the blood. F. A. glass
a sunny window, and the stalks will soon
Shurtleff & Co.
root, and afterward famish plenty of
Misplaced Affection. Aunt Jane— bloom. Snch glasses would be delight·
This is the dear doggie that I wanted to fal in winter.

in-

ventor, and It occurred to him that he
could mnke a machine that would both
travel on earth aud fly in the air. For
the earthly travel his bicycle would do
very well, but to get In the air—ah,
that was the problem!

the stork.

ed in 1G90-07 his Immortal «taries of
'Bluebeard,' 'The Sleeping Beauty/
'Little Red Riding Hood' and 'Cinderella.' But it is very uncertain who. if
anybody, was Perrault's mo "el for
Bluebeard. Some have seppsred that
it was our Henry VIII., othe:*s that the

For Infante and Children.

The Kind You Have

tale is a lampoon upon the castle lords
of knight errantry days in general.
Perhaps the favorite candid·.·^? has
been Giles de Rals, marshal of France,
who was hanged and bunted in 1110

tliem,

sacrificed

them

to

the

similating HieFoodandBegula-1

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·-

ness and Rest.Con lains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral
Not narcotic.

/W- Setd-

ψτϊ*
Aperfecl Remedy forConstipa-

The following personal, printed in a
newspaper the other day.
deserves a class by Itself:

Γιοη, Sour

European gentleman wishes to meet
American who Is the typical daughter
of all that Is most admirable In our age;
one gifted with the bold frankness of understanding, the enthusiasm of expectancy, the merry cheerfulness of superiority,
A

Facsimile Signature of
*&&&*
NEW YORK.

the psychical and physical alertness of
those of tomorrow: the worldly Independence of this optimist must be duplicated; view, matrimony.
FESTINA LENTE.

Λ I b

—New York Press.

I'ost-DIspatch.

l'ower of Kaxliion.

Though

things are nailed or screwed or pegged
glued In other lands are tied together with sennit by the south sea isor

lander.

Cue LrRRril Dinner Party.
Λ certain gentleman, the possessor
of a cork leg, living in one of the London suburbs annually gives a diuuer
to a dozen owuors of a like substitute.
In the center of the table are groyped
four crutches, around which twine festoons of flowers} miniature legs in
Ivory compose the handles of the
knives and forks, while the piece de
resistance Is invariably a magnificent
turkey that has been deprived of a leg
before being brought to table.

Enfllih Flih Law·.

rapidly increasing.
She's the sweetest
show you, Carrie.
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as
the quantity creature. To see her with her
compared with shingles, being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according tofor
puppies
LEFT OVER
OATMEAL.
the
extra
allowance
Is to witness the perfection of motherand thickness used, than a medium quality cedar, making
Turn left-over porridge into a round
cost of laying the shingles. There are many roofs so flat that shingles are entirely hood.
Carrie—How sweet! Where are the mold or into a large baking powder can
unsuitable, while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of
md stand aside to cool.
By using puppies?
Sugar and
the cost. It is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows.
mash either strawberries, raspberries or
Small Boy—She's eat 'em all, Miss!
Paroid it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with flat roofs at a big
pool
which
blackberries. At serving time turn ont
saving in material. We have the well known Neponset Red Rope Roofing
llaanawarabl·.
Avoid serious results of kidney or the oatmeal, cut in slices three-fourths
Are you lacking in strength and vigor?
Is an excellent low-priced roof, good for five years or more. We shall be pleased
bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kid- J if an inch thlok, put one on a deep Ire you weak? Are von In pain? Do yon
Husband—Do you really need a new
to furnish samples and further information on application.
on
round dish, cover it with fruit, put
\ eel all ran down? The blessing of health j lat? Wife—I always need a new bat
aey Cure. F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
mother slice, then more fruit. Dnst , ind strength oome to all who uae Hollli· Husband—Then what β the ose of
gttserve
with
and
\ er's Rocxy Mountain T·». 38 cents. F,
Any man can avoid the dlvoro· oourt with powdered sugar
this oosf—Life.
» inf
:ream.—Xx.
/
L. Shurtleff Λ Co.; Orin Sfesvans.
In the bachelor class.
remaining
t»y
ihx 3

S. P. MAXTM & SON, Agents,

iL

%

old

CASTOR»

ms

Kniven For Brldrn.

TH« timWD «OMMHV. NCW TON· CITY.

The custom of giving knives to
brides was formerly a common practice, when It was fashionable for women to wear knives sheathed and suspended from their girdles. Λ wedding
offered an opportunity of presenting
something novel or ornamental in the
cutlery line, and frequent reference to
such presents occurs In the plays of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
In the "Wltcli of Edmontou," 1048, for

η

"See, at my girdle hang my
knives;
With these dispatch me."
Indignation.
Law Notes relates that
Plllsbury. former attorney

AS

is a

AS
A

Albert E.

DAILY

of

Massachusetts, on visiting the birthplace of Horace Greeley In Amherst,
Ν. II., noticed that there was no placard about the place to Inform the
public of Its historical Interest. Accordingly he himself tacked on tbe
house a card which read: "This Is the

your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

NEWSPAPER.

While

task a passing
the card, and,
turning to Mr. Plllsbury, he remarked
with some acidity: "The gall of some
of you fellers thut hev made money in
What do
the city Is fairly slck'nln*.
you suppose folks here care whether
you was born on this farm or some

engaged at this
native paused to read

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost ;ικ
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrici
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays anil Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have nor
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a verv small cosr.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with

GOOD

wedding

geueral

birthplace of Horace Greeley."

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South I'aris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

he was

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

DECORATE.

Handsomest Stallion in Maine.

Every

inch a

king.

behind, 10 hands, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by
WM. J.

WIIEELEK,

JOHN* B.

South Paris, Me.

Black stallion, white ankle»

ROBINSON, Oxford,

Me.

Sired by Dark Devil, 2.0!>, by Mamhiuno Kino, "The Handsomest Horse in
Jkwei. (Dam of Lord March, 2.111-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jkwki..
Kinp, (p) 2.19 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Hay mare, large snip, right hind ankle
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Ai.mont Jit., W.·.
white. Foaled June 8, 1880.
Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 :>-4; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; («lobe, 2.14 .1;
Record 2.20.
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4; And 40 others
in 2.30.
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WHEELER, SOUTH

PARIS,

MAINE.

TERMS : *20 TO WARRANT.

DIRECT.

COUNT

Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind legs white.
Bred at

1902.

Village

Farm.

Sirki) nv Diukct

I)am, The Countess,

IIai.,

Foaled June

2-"»,

2.0-1 1-4.

by Matnbrino King,

Dam of C'hlmcebrlno (4), 2.2S 1 -4, elrc of FlorMa
Chimes (ρ), 3.16 1-4, ami 2 other* In 2.30.

2d dam, Toilet,
Dam of Kceldiuury I.coatee, 2.;ll 1-2; licyecr Hoy,

by Almout, Jr.,

3d dam, Mermaid
Sifter of I,a Oi»caletta, 2.29 34: ^ran-lam of
Lucretta, 2.20; lllalnc, 2.27 1-2; 'lain of Almont
Dictator, M re of 1.

by Dictator,

2.20 1-4.

12"'.».

1820.

113.

WILL STAND AT W. J. WIIEELEU'S STABLE, SOUTH I'ARIS,
ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

ME.

TERMS: «25 TO WARRANT.

Cl STROUT

For Sale.
House of S rooms, stable and two
All in
acres of land, fruit trees, etc.

good

^A R

condition. Apply to
F. A. TAYLOR,
Buckfield, Me.

J. WALDO

Hunters answered our n<w.-1237
advertising during July.
want
to g< t a <|ni. k, cash >a't»
If yuii
vrite today for oi:r FUKK ι1«*μτΓ|>Η··ιι
•
•lauks, so tliât your firm may be* hruuct.t
m the attention of the.-·· Farm Buyers.
We require no advance payment
"Strout's Bargain List" of big ira:
mailed free.
Farm

lui per

NASH,

·>

Licensed Taxidermist,

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

ISO NaiMii St., Ν. V. TromontTemple, BOSTON
A gout·.

MASONIG BLOCK,

relephone

W.O. FROTHING HAM, South I'arU.
FRENCH, Norway.

NORWAY.

Connection.

I). M

QUAKER RANGE

IIIn Chnnee.

Sennit.

In Tolynesia and the Pacific Islands
generally the outer husk of the cocoa
nut is braided iuto strands of uniform
texture, kuown to the natives as sennit and used by them for a variety of
The framework of their
purposes.
houses Is held together by brulded sennit, and the strakes of their boats are
It Is the staple from
united by It.
which string is made to bind the adze
blade to Its handle aud to tie the different parts of their Implements securely together. In short, whatever

111 li

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

neither tell whence
fashion comes, nor how, nor what it other farm?
Them's my sentiments,
will do next, nor why it was yesterday Mr. Greeley, and don't you forgit it."
one thing, today is something else and
Carried It With tllm.
tomorrow will be different, nor why
A short time ago u burial took place
It always has been, is now aud probably always will be obeyed, it moves nt sou from one of his majesty's cruissteadily forward into that realm of ers. As there were no leads with the
common sense where beauty and utili- stores large pieces of coal were attachty blend in perfect harmony and ever ed to the hod.v iu their place. All the
keeps step with the progress of civili- crew were summoned on the quarter
zation and culture. No garment can deck for the burial. Just as the boJy
please the man of refined and cultivat- was being lowered Pat burst out laugh
Next morning the chaplain sent
ed taste, however correct It may be in lng.
fit, however well it may be tailored or for Pat and asked for an explanation
however excellent the materials may of his laughter at such a very solemn
be of which it is made, unless It is time. "Sure now," replied Pat, "Oi've
fashlouHble, even though it violates no heerd o' many a wan golu' below, but
law of art and of itself Is a tiling of Oi've niver seen wan take 'is coal with
beauty, for without that indescribable un afore."—London Tatler.
something that only fashion can give
Cleverly Kvitiled.
it is like a flower without fragrance or
A wealthy Australian squatter in ora tune without music.—Sartorial Art
der to protect his six daughters from
Journal.
fortune hunters left his property to
Two Tu lea of Mucrcndy.
them in equal shares, but decreed that
It is not always well to strut aud if either married without the consent
fret one's little hour upon the stage too of the trustees she should forfeit her
realistically.
Macready, who threw share to her sisters. When the case
himself into his acting heart and soul, came up at Sydney it was found that
used to tell funny stories about the ef- the six sisters had all married without
fect of his easy, colloquial manner permission, and thus each had forupon the players collected for his com- feited her share iu the property to her
pany in small provincial towns. Once sisters, a state of affairs which the
in the play of "William Tell" he turned ladies doubtless considered highly satto oue of these stupid rustles aud put
isfactory.
the question, "L)o you shoot V" so uatuXeuleoted Opportunities.
rally that the man was quite thrown
"I wonder," said Farmer Corntosscl.
off his guard, and, to his horror, replied.
a trip to
"A little, sir, but I've never had a go who had just returned from
so many young men
with oue of them crossbows." Another the big flty, "why
rich."
time in "Vlrglnius" he asked, "Do you insist on not gettiu'
"What do you mean?" asked his
wait for me to lead Virginia in, or will
wife.
you do so?" only to be greeted unex"They all want to be lawyers or docIcllwho
the
actor
played
by
pectedly
instead o' bein' restaurant waiters
lus with, "Why, really, sir, I dou't tors
or policemen."—Washington Star.
It
in
London."
as
do
you
care; Just
we can

μ ο

Dosm-Jjti

]3

Instance, the bride is described as
wearing "the new pair of Shctlleld
knives, fitted to one sheath." A list
of trinkets usually worn by huiles
about 1~»00 includes girdles, knives,
and said:
In Dekker's
purses and pin cases.
"I believe in being honest, and I'll "Match Me In London," 1031, the bride
that
Professor,
you
soon show you, Mr.
says to her Jealous husband:

can't cheat us dumb creatures so."
Next day there was to be a grand exhibition of "Professor Slangley's new
and approved terrestrial aerodrome."
The course was five miles by land and
then over the lake by the air line. The
five miles was made in record time, the
stork sitting on the handle bars. Then

Stomarh,Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss of Sleep.

an

not recognized.
"What α wonderful genius that Slangley has! said every one. but they said
nothing of poor Mr. Stork. lie, however. winked flrst one eye and then the
other, scratched his head with his claw,

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

fukjusj*rAùeS-Λ*

metropolitan

wo s

of

A^e afOUJÈ-SANUELnTCHKR

Widow, colored, age 31. with high school
training, vocalist, exeell< :it coo!;, deslr··»
α husband same age or younger; awful
extremely fair, clean, sober, moral and
never been married. Address WIDOW.

"Bnt who gets the glory?" asked the
stork anxiously.
"Oh, we share that!" said Slangley.
But somehow the professor took all the
glory upon himself, and the poor stork

Signature

devil,

An I'liitinri lfd Wlilnw.

glory!"

Bears the

ting the Stomachs andBowels of

It would appear that the standard
of happiness of at least one African
widow in Manhattan had readied hi Ji
water mark, judging by thU advertisement published a few days ago:

UK. STOKK LET GO.

Always Bought

ÀVegetabie Preparalionfor As-

"These," replied the professor: "When burned their bodies and baric 1 their
on the earth, you are to sit on the hanbones In his cattle grounds. Rut the
dle bars of the machine and I do the
resemblance between his tale an.I BlueWhen In the air, you are to
work.
beard's Is too slight to be convincing."

grasp the handle bars with both claws.
I shall grasp your legs firmly, and you
will do the flying.
"It will bo grand, magnificent!" he
pursued. "The world will wonder and
There will be great
then praise.

ÎCASTORIA

-

however, by entering
Into partnership with an old stork, who
for an awful series of cri:acs. Ilurla.·;
was to furnish the wing power.
fourteen years he was believed to have
"What η re the terms V" questioned
kidnaped about 100 children, tortured
lie solved It,

Fish, because of Its tendency rapidly
to decompose, holds a peculiar position
In England it Is the
among foods.
subject of a special act of parliament
Why is it that one never sees the por- So long ago as 1008 men knew the evil
trait of an angel in trousers or of the consequences resulting from eating
devil in petticoats?
mackerel of uncertain poet mortem age,
so they passed an act providing that
USED FOR PNEUMONIA.
except during the hours of divine servDr. C. J. Bishop of Agnew, Mich., ice this fish could be sold on Sunday.
and
used
bave
"I
Foley's Hooey
lays,
That act has never been repealed.
rar in three very severe cases of pneu·
oonia with good results in every case."
Makln* It Plain.
Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff &
Saplelgh—Oh, I say, Miss Hammer3o.
ton, why Is It that you are always
When a young man tells a girl who out when I call? Miss Hammerton—
ias just refused him that be will die
Because I'm foolish, I suppose. Sapj rom his broken heart, she worries a
lelgh -I—er—beg pardon! Mise Hamall
of
the
about
it
the rest
food deal
merton—Well, you know the old say,
he
is
a
fair
while
playing pretty
tvening
ing, "A fool for luck."
somewhore.
rame of

v>

was

Perrault, the Frenchman who publish-

To put new china or glassware in a
"Jean D'Ennice Le Mon," replied the
kettle of cold water and let it come
Professor Slangley
the fly.
fashionable
personage in the opera box. came
slowly to a boil will insure it against
the legs of Mr. Stork, who rose
grasped
And it was thus jotted down.
breaking easily when plunged in hot
gracefully. It was α great success.
water.
"Senator, I congratulate you. I un- But In mldlake the stork let go. The
letsecond
and
first
Zigzag between
derstand you have been vindicated."
professor held hard, but Mr. Stork had
ters names a Japanese admiral.
"Triumphantly, Johnson. At the greased
Metal tea and coffee pots each week
his long limbs carefully, and.
At the
should be tilled with water and a hand- first trial the jury disagreed.
found a flaw in hold though he tried, the professor and
No. 223.—Problem.
ful of washing soda and set to boil slow- second trial my lawyers
the case was thrown his machine tumbled into the lake,
Write iu figures eleven thousand ly on the fire. It keeps the pote in good the indictment and
amid howls of derision and laughter,
condition and removes that flavor of old out of court."
eleveu liuudred and eleven.
while Mr. Stork, flapping his wings,,
tea that sometimes clings, even after
CURED HEMORRHAGES OF THE
floated off to other climes.—St
lazily
washing.
Ko. 224—Kiddie.
LUNGS.
Louis

217.—An Aviary: 1. Kite. 2.
5.
4. Martin.
Rail.
3.
7. Swallow. 8. Crow.
I have for sale a new tent, made of Goose. 0. Rook.
!). Lark.
nice heavy duck. Size 14 χ 28 feet.
Apply to
Foley'· Honey and Tar is peculiarly
IIARRY DUDLEY,
adapted for chronic throat troubles and
will positively cure bronchitis, hoarseBucktield.
ness and all bronchial diseases.
Refuse
substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
After the silence had begun to be
tut* been duly api>olnteU executor of the lut awkward he cleared his throat and said:
will an<t testament of
"I don't think, Miss Dimpleton—"
JOHN COO LI DUE, late of Dlxûeld,
tn the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
"Oh, I know you don't," she hastily
having demands against the estate of said deit doesn't really matter.
ceased are desired to present the same for settle- replied: "but,
Isn't the moon just really lovely toment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to

for Sale.

In mixing biscuit avoid handling the
dough as much as possible. Do all the
mixing with a spoon and make a little
wetter than accepted rule. Toss on to a

Roll nuts or fruit in flour before addto the other ingredients in making a
cake. This will prevent them from
sinking to the bottom.

pigs,

Tent

Minor Key.

CHAPTER I.

ing

Quarto, quart Lingo,
tiusto, gust
five weeks old, and pure Ung.
No. 21U.—Diamond: 1. B. 2. Rid. 3.
blood Holstein bull, two years old.
Races. 4. Bicycle. 5. Decoy. 6. Sly.
H. M. BERRY, South Paris.
Six

a

of which Chicago is the common centre.
"You're not afraid to go through here,
AIRING A BED.
are you, Cascaretta?" he said, as they
When airing a bed place two chairs at entered the subway.
the foot, about two or three feet away,
"Afraid?" she answered. "No; why
then draw the bed clothes over them, should I be? It looks perfectly harmless,
leaving the mattress bare, or, if you pre- and there's nobody in sight. Besides"
fer, place the bedding on separate chairs. —and she looked up at him shyly—"you
A certain very particular housekeeper are
along."
arranged two strong hooks in every one
"So I am," he rejoined, walking a litin
bedrooms
of the
inconspicuous tle closer as the shadows closed about
corners, opposite each other and about them.
flve feet from the floor. In the morning
They proceeded deliberately. There
she hung the bedding over it to air for was no occasion for haste.
about two hours.
Still, he felt impelled to take her
hand, to prevent her from stumbling on
the smooth, cement sidewalk.
CLEANING SILVER.
"How dark it is, Gerald!" she exSilver never should be washed with
claimed.
soap if you wieh to retain its original
"Yes," he said, placing a protecting
lustre. When it requires polishing use
"It's pretty dark here,
arm around her.
a piece of soft chamois and whiting and
for a fact. We're near the middle of it
rub bard.
now."
Presently she spoke again.
OF
HADE
JARDINIERES
"This is the darkest place, isn't it?"
HANDSOME
"Yes, Cascaretta," he answered, drawBUTTER FIRKINS.
her to him tenderly and kissing her.
Butter firkins cut down to the first ing
Instantly she broke from his embrace.
row of hoops may be easily converted
dear!" he
"I—I couldn't help it,
into handsome jardinieres. First smooth
faltered.
the top edges, then nail all the hoops se"Gerald Greengage!" said the indigcurely in place, then bore two or three nant
girl, smoothing her pompadour and
Stain the firkin
holes in the bottom.
her
"you're just like
either in burnt sienna or in Indian red, re-arranging You hat,
can't bend your head
men!
all
the
then pick out the hoops in dead blackwhen you kiss a girl! You compel her to
result, a handsome jardiniere.
stand on tiptoe to reach you!"
They walked the rest of the way
USES OF ICE WATER.
through the subway in silence.
In the face of a wholesale accusation
Use ice water in making light pastry.
the helpless young
Ice water added to the eggs makes an like that what could
man possibly say?
omelette lighter and more tender.
A marble elab, a glass rolling pin and
Evolution of His Name.
a light hand make good flaky pastry.

snowflakes.

trich.
No. 210.—Charade: Nut-meg.
Fir, Hemlock No. 211.—Snare Puzzle: Caryet. bonnet, horuet, spiuuet, baronet, coronet.
Poplar delivered at No. 212.—Syucoputiou8: 1. Print, pint.
station.
2. Truy, Tay. 8. Table, tale. 4. Ma-

place you should know that P&roid
experiment. It has been on the market about

In the first

is no

a

Unite, by a vowel, a part of a wheel
and a pit*-? of land and make the town
where King Arthur Is supposed to
have held his court
Unite, by a vowel, a domestic animal
and a high hill and make a wild ani-

Npruce,

Nervous and Chronic
34 Teuiple

SOUTH PARIS.

Wanted.

P. M.

DRS.

No. Îï20.—I'nlona.

\u. 225.—Λ Kettle of Ki»h.

quickly.

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

F.

***** ** hard to write
Anpirunts who
When they had nothing to Indite.
Whoever helps to edit knows
That some who l>estrldc the noted steed
'*··** need.
Bestride It from
For such it would be better far
If he ***** ** work on the trolley car

If you ar·· me, you can't bo me;
I make you hunrry. you will seo;
Aiul if you're me, poor you'll soon b«.

clean?»*, soothe* and Ik all
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh uni', drive·
way a cold Lu the head

steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 1\ M.

J.

" ·""

The ******* said they were
Of reading the poems of those "inspired"

endowment enables the

over

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

No. 2U».—A naît ram Verse.

12, '05.

Ely's Cream Balm

by F. A. ShurtleCT A Co.

Payne.

Academy will open

Tuesday, Sept.

stomach for twenty years.
are now using It ta milk

healthy

The Fall Term

SARGENT,

tour

Kiilffrna.'
CUBE FOB HEADACHE.
2 is a drink; 28, 11, 33, 5,
Headache almost always yields to tlje
SO Is something needed everywhere;
of hot water to the
82, 3, 2t>. 30 is to end life; 0. 18. 24. Ιιί quick application
feet and back of the neck.
le au article of apparel; 23, 29, 0, 37, 2M
Is the opposite of always; 8, 24, 22, 7
who wears
No one can be
Is a flower; 1, 31, 14, 20, 10 Is a sacred
shoes and high heels. The tight
book; 34. 12. 80 Is a noise; 30, 10, 3Γ>. 23 tight
shoes impair the circulation, while the
Is. a satellite; 4. 3. 13. 21 is duration;
high heels strain the muscles of the
iucllne.
is
to
25
17, 3.
back and cause nervousness. The sensiof
a
thirty- ble ehoe has a low, flat heel.
quotation
My whole is
Howard
John
letters from
seven
No. t IS.—Numerical

My 27, 15,

1804-1905.

No appetite, loss of strength, nervou·»
Trustees largely to increase and
(
ne», headache, oonstipation. bad breath,
Best and
I strengthen the teaching force.
catarrh
and
sour
risings,
general debility,
most thorough instruction, at the lowest
to
all
due
are
stomach
of the
indigestion.
This new discov- rates. The school has been placed on
Kodol cure* Indigestion.
natural
this
Juices of diges- the approved list of the New England
ery represents
tion as they exist la a healthy stomach,
College Certificate Board. Send for
combined with the greatest known tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dys- catalogue to
pepsia Cure doe· not only cure indigestion
W. E.
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
PRINCIPAL.
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. & S. Ball of RaTenswood. W. Va., ayi:—
I «ma troubled with
Kodol eured me and
for baby."

Household Hints.

—

Of Ilebrou

Sour
Stomach

teaoBatted. Addreu:
Colctkk, Oxford Democrat. Pert·, Mela*.

Younger.

Years

to close out odd

Interest to the Isdlc
Oomepoedenee on topic· of
Editor HoKDunui1

Doan's Kidney Pills Brought Strength
and health to the Sufferer, Making Him Feel Twenty-Five

—

In

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

He (moodily)—Ah, tell me truly, Is
there anything that hasn't been said
already on the subject of love? She
(softV)—Probably not, but I am sure,
very sure, indeed, everything on the
subject hnsn't been said to me.—Puck.
The Difference.

Tim—I'm feeling fine this morning. I
Jim—I'm not
was up with the lark.
feeling so fine this morning. I was
up with the lark last night.—Detroit
Free Press.
Sleep.
If the muscles are not tired, there
cannot be a full demand for sleep, unless, of course, the brain has been
overworked. Healthy bodily exercise,
carried to the point of rendering rest
sweetly welcome, is one natural means
of promoting sleep.

The

Won Over.

Lawyer—I'll

be frank with you. You
can't break your father's will. Client
—I'll be frank with you. I can't pay
you unless it can be broken. Lawyer
—I'll go you one better. We'll break
that will.—Cleveland Leader.

QUAKER

Never strike a man when he Is down.
Ten chances to one he will get up
again.—Detroit News.

THE TRUE IF." DIBIT
"1 tel H my duty to
exprtM my grttltuda to
for th· bcurflt I
hive retired and am
now
receiving from
'L. r: Atwood'i Mcdici lit, Thrr·. jf*ri «go
1 «ι (evenly troubled
with lira complaint.
It wu Imponibl· for
inr to p*mk« of th·
lishteat food without
dutrc··. At lut I wu
■dvited by · fritnd to
try *1* t: Medicine
■nd tftar oiing two
bottle·, I wu peitetly
will. It is tlioaepring
median· which cannot
be tqutlad, tod eta
nem b« too highly
prtlfêd."—Fred I. Bennett, Weat Faimington,

on

without bolts.

Complaint—

Couldn't Eat without
Dlstrese—
Qulotli Cured

THE TRUE

"L

F." MEDICINE ACTS SENTIT BUT
PROMPTLY AND 8UIELT, AND LEAVES ONLY
6000 EFFECTS IN ITS VARE

as

D0W" '"d

Greorge

in the

are

they

remove

50 CtS.

W.

easy

are

a

put

Week at

Hobbs'

Variety Store, Norway.

you

Severe Liier

MODEL

to

50 CtS.
,

rails

nickel

"

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR
or

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

